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personal letter of Dec. 11 th, Admi,r
\vm V. Pratt of Belfast, now on the
a

Board of the Navy Department
ington, B. C., says: I am encjloavery brief summary of the situation
\ presents itself today after the closing
nirtb plenary open sessions of;the

',

e

for

a

limitation of naval

ajrm-

Having attended all the cjpen
yjrsments.
in the capacity of technical jadis briefly the way the
is

sitjua-

;
pears to me:
eriod just preceeiin; the fourth
pen session of the
illation of Naval Armament Was
edly the critical period. Th’irevery American who has the vyel", is country at stake and who furls the duty imposed upon it, due
markable world position andjinvmch it holds, must come a ffcelief when the full import of ithe
accomplished by the Conference,
;h in the session is grasped hnd
"'d.
first open session, the proposal
u the limitation of naval arnialaunched. The air of expectaii pervaded the assembly at the
,f its first session was changed;to
a:ification at its close. The genrot the United States came as
ne surprise to all who listened to
ertul presentation by Secretary

,,
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BLAISDELL.

_BELFAST,

to visit relatives and friends.
he

was

For

the Commodore of the

Washington Yacht Club and owned
fine pleasure boat with which he cruised to Maine summers and often ti the
Florida coast in winters. He was a Ma
Port

a

■

a

'vmpathetic understanding

more

former alliance. It
way for the solution of further
coming in this Conference, and
as an expression of the spirit* of
nesty and straightiorward d^albe the model of similar instjruade to swing into harmonious
ie different national aspirations
With the launchorn Europe.
es agreement the successful cimtheConference was assured.”
tnan
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iRS. BETSEY NEWCOMB

and is survived by her husband and three
A recognized speaker and
worker in the Spiritualistic belief, she

daughters.

very well known throughout the
section of Maine. For a number
of years she had been the honored and rewas

easterj

vered president of the Temple Heights
Spiritual Association at Temple Heights,
Northport. Some years ago she built a

vtsey Newcomb Koowlton, widlate Frank B. Knowlton, passFridav morning at Liberty, after
ks’ illness, aged 79 years.
Up

at Temple Heights and each sumfound her at the spot she loved so
well.
She was a woman who made a
wide circle of friends and always kept
them. Her boiy was taken to Lincoln-

:.e

and Mrs. C. R. Simmons of Oakland.
The funeral was held Dec. 11th and was
largely attended. Her going will be re-

plause greeted the popular

young director
of All Aboard and she was recalled again
and again. Graceful and attractive her
solo dance has never been surpassed and

Harjip-

al

Christmas Gifts at H. H.
Co., Masonic Temple, Hign St.,
Maine.
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FIVE CENT
MRS. AMOS CLEMENT.
Mary Rice, wife of Amos Clement,
died Friday morning at their home
on
John atreet after a long illness, the reault of a partial shock. Mrs.
Clement
born Jan. 12, 1860, in the home in
which she died, the daughter of John
Stanwood and Sophia (Rice) CaldweJL
She married Mr. Clement
Sept. 22, 1880t
and their four
children, John C. clement of Bangor and Seal
Harbor, Dr.
James D. Clement of
Bangor, Stephen C.
Clement of Buffalo, N. Y. and MiBS
Louise Rice Clement survive. One halfsister, Annie C., wife of Rev. I. B. Mow-

of Waterville, also survives. With,
the exception of the summer season at
Sea Side Inn, Seal Harbor, and winter
trips, her entire life was spent in Belfast,
where she had many true and loyal
friends. Her home life was very happy
with the devotion of her husband and
children. Her only daughter was her
constant attendant, giving willingly and
graciously the best of her thought and
strength. In her girlhood she was a student for some time at the Girls’ Seminary in lpswicn, Mass
founded by one
of her aunts
She also clerked for some
time in her father’s book store, now- the
Hopkins store, on Main street. Mrs.
Clement was prominent socially, was
first vice president of the State Federation of Women’s Clubs in 1915-16 and
declined to be nominated as its piesident
on account of
failing health. She was
one of the charter members of the Red
Cross, was from its beginning a member
of the Belfast Travellers' Club, serving a
term as its president, wa3 president of
the Belfast Woman’s Club in its early
years, and a past regent of John Cochran
Chapter, D. A. R. From early girlhood
she was a member oF the North Congregational church an 1 its allied societies.
Always fond of the best books and magazines she was a life long student. Tbe
Clement home on Jctn street was always
tonsidered one of tile most hospitable in
the city and her friends enjoyed meeting
ts charming hostess. The funeral was
held Sunday at 2 o’clock with the iamily
aresent.
Dr. Clement was with her during her last days, John and Stephen arriving Sunday morning. Her brother-inaw, Dr. Mower, officiated.
The bearers
were Messrs. Elmer A. Sherman, Will K.
Howard, James H. Howes and Ben D.
Field. The floral tributes were abundant,
tnd beautiful.
er

V. A. Simmons left Wednesday to join
Vlrs. Simmons in spending Christen g
with their daughter, Mrs. E. M. Corliss
ind family.
Fred W. Angier of San Jose, Calif a
Belfast boy, sends Christmas
(reetings to old-time friends.
ormer

Comfy Slippers

ville, accompanied by her family and Dr.

of Mr. Know'Iton’s death., in
and Mrs. Knowlton resided, on gretted by the
many friends always anfor many years, muchibenual visitors at Temple Heights.
bv their neighbors and frieids
Alton is survived by a sister,
Governor Baxter has appointed Fred
: vices Newcomb Lamson of
l|,ib■d three nieces, Mrs Ada Nitw- W. Curtis of this city as a humane agent,
Mrs. Annie E. Morrill of Ban- and his nomination will probably be conMrs. Susie Newcomb of
firmed this week. There will be a pub;
remains will be brought to the lic
hearing in Augusta, Jan. 3rd, on the
Mr and Mrs. Frank Hewinsi 15 i
■eet, where services will be ijeld removal of Ernest Smith of this city, who
clock Sunday afternoon.—K|>n- has been acting in that capacity. It is alirnal, Dec. 17th.
f
leged that he is not an American citizen.
■

1921.

Daniel Green

cottage
mer

KNOWLTON

22,

_

and also belonged to other orders and
clubs. Unusually fond of reading he
owned a valuuble library, was a life student and
well informed on current

son

,-ond session, while in a meaure a events, making him a
pleasant compannon of the first, cave notice that
ion with all ages. He was twice married,
itioc of Far Eastern and Pacific
his last wife dying about three years ago.
,1 pie a had been undertaken.
rd session opened with the very Two children, Mrs. Walter Bell and
rh of M. briand setting forth the Charles O.
Baisdell, both of Brooklyn,
position of France. At this ses- and five brothers
survive him: Mark
tet note struck was the opposition
irld to domination through mili- Blaisdell of Clinton, Conn., now in Florlethods.
ida, Joseph W. Blaisdell of Belfast, Dr.
jrih session marked the turning Silas B. Blaisdell of
Brooklyn, P. C.
the Conference. Previously the
Blaisdell of Bradford, Penn., and Northatmosphere had been one of
:iun mingled with hope.
When, port and A. L. Blaisdell of Winterport.
it became clear how much pro- Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Blaisdell left for
k0nf,.
J been made in Far Eastern quijs- Brooklyn on the
receipt of the news of
especially when the terms of t'he his
illness, but Mr. J. W. Blaisdell’s ill
lit to be entered into between the
Slates, Great Britain, France and health would not permit him or his wife
to make the trip.
ere stated, hope began to find exin realization.
irument so simple but with su'ch
MRS. BESSIE WENTWORTH.
:ng significance as the agreement
the four great powers relatingtto
Bessie, wife of Alphonso Wentworth of
Sands has yet been devised. It
Lincolnville, died Dec. 8th, at the Sisters
a spirit of good will, compromise
It Hospital in Waterville, following a surrd never before reached.
.e Anglo Saxon
peoples into a gical operation. She was 48 years old
■

DECEMBER

There will be preaching service at
Mrs. Jessie S. Psttee went to Portland
Blaine S. Viles and Thomas Leigh of
The decorations at
the Armory last Wood’s schoolhouse, West Northport, by Augusta were in Belfast last Friday on Saturday for a short visit.
Rev.
at
C.
W.
Marlin
next
2.30
Sunday
Wednesday evening for the Universalist
business.
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Gregory are
p. m.
League bazaar must have met
SantaClaus’
Dr. Foster C. Small was in Lewiston spending the winter at Hertford, N. C.
approval as they were
The Universali8t Church will hold last week to
attend the presentation of
very generally conMiss Margaret M. Craig has arrived
preaching services next Sunday morning
sidered the moat
appropriate and attrac- at 10.45- with sermon by Rev. William “All Aboard.”
from Brockton, Mass., to spend Christ|
tive ever seen in the
hall. It was a veri- Vaughan. Sunday school at noon. All;
Victor B. Whittier returned recently mas at home.
table Santa Claus abode
from a ten days’ visit in Boston, his
for everywhere cordially invited.
Miss Una Greenlaw of the U. of M. is
were his favorite
home for many years.
at her home in this city for the Christshades, green and red
Methodist Church. People’s Meth*
The balcony was
mas vacation.
faced with wreaths and odist
Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin, U.C. Wesley Wood is at home from the
bells while underneath
of
the
Mr.
his
of
Miss
were bells galore
M.,
guest
parents,
Tressie Emerson is at home from
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telecaught with festoons of
Syracuse University to spend Christmas
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service and Mrs. Charles F. Wood.
holly red runners, at
with
a most
her
10.45.
m.
12
mother.
Sunday school,
Evening
Miss Barbara McKenney is at home
pleasing effect. The stage was
Prayer meeting this, from Bryant & Stratton Business College,
bordered and banked with small ever- service at 7.30.
Mrs. Manter E. Decrow is in DorchesThursday, evening at 7.30.
Boston, for the holidays.
green trees decorated with
ter, Msss., to spend Christmas with her
Christmas
Willard Jennys, a student of Tufts Den- sister, Mrs. Thomas Kibble.
Rev. James C. Simpson of Winthrop,
emblems, including many red bells, while
Mass will preach as a candidate at the ial College, is the guest of his parents,
Miss Jane Brown went to Lynn, Mass.,
large baskets of ponisettias were
effective- Belfast Federated church next
last Saturday to spend the holidays with
Sunday Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Jennys.
ly placed on the side ends of the
stage. morning. Following is the musical proher
sister, Miss Helen Bro./n,
Miss Caroline Havener of Portland, a
The design showed
thought and the whole gram: Voluntary, Hallelujah, Rockwell; student at Jackson
will
spend
College,
Miss
Doris Shorey, a teacher in the
There were Shepherds Abiding,
effect much work under the
direction of anthem,
Christmas with her aunt, Mrs. Cecil Clay. Rumford public
schools, is spending the
Smart; response, Christmas Reverie.
Mr. and Mrs ( harles
Bradbury.
Charles A. Swift of Wentworth Insti- vacation at her home in Waldo.
Whitney Coombs; offertory, The Song
In the afternoon the sales
tables were the Angels Sang, Williams; solo, There’s tute, Boston, is spending the holiday vaH. H. Stevens and son Junior art
a Song in the Air,
very well patronized. At the
Oley Speaks, Mrs. C. cation with bis mother, Mrs. Sherman G. j guests of the iormer’s
fancy work
mother, Mrs. O E
W. Wescott; Christmas Postlude, Hos- Swift.
table Mrs. J. G. Paul and
Stevens of Marlboro, Mass.,, while it
Mrs. L. T. mer.
school will follow the
Sunday
Boston
on
business.
Shales had charge; at the
Miss Lillian M. Davis of the University
towel table, morning service.
of Maine is spending the holiday vacation
Mrs. George E. Coombs and Mrs.
rar. ana Mrs.
virgu L. Han will leavo
Charles
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert L.
Friday in their Packard sedan to spend
Bruce; aprons, Mrs. S N. Rackliff and
The First baptist Church. Rev. !
Davis.
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dale
C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Mrs. F. G. Mixer;
friendship gifts, Mrs. Ueorge
Hillard Buzzell and Howard E. Wilson, of Wollaston, Mass.
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath serArthur W. Morse;
candy, Mrs. Wm. A. vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at students at the U. of M., are at their
Miss Alice K. Parker, R. N. of Skow
Rogers and Mrs. Mary K. Robinson;
food, 12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week respective homes to spend the Christmas hegan and Ben. J. Parker of Auburn will
Mrs. George G. Wardwell, Mrs. Sarah devotional service Thursday, 7:30
vacation.
spend the holidays with their parents
The Sabbath services of this church are
Thompson and Mrs. J. Lee Patters-n;
Miss Edith C. Wilson of the Westboro Mr, and Mrs. John Parker.
now
being prepared by many devoted
high school faculty will arrive Saturday
grocery, Mrs. Eugene L. Cook and Mrs. workers that the Lord’s
Mrs. Annie M. Simmons was in Bel
birthday shall
Elijah Ritchie. Tea was also sold by Mrs. bring the greatest blessing to the greatest to spend Christmas week with Belfast fast Wednesday, enroute for a few days
relatives.
visit in Brunswick and later will go to
number. The service ot worship, the
Basil R. Allen and Mrs.
Henry Smith.
sermon and musical
Miss Ruth Dinsmore is at home from Massachusetts for the wihter.
will reflect
At 3 30 p. m. a
pleasing program was the Christmas light numbers,
and joy. A large La Salle Seminary to spend Christmas
Ralph M. Simmons of
U. of M. is
presented including a duet
by Misses chorus choir will sing at the morning ser- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Irving T. spending the Christmas .the
vacation at his
Charlotte Knowlton and Idres Rogers; a vice and attractive music will be a feature Dinsmore.
home in Waldo with his
parents, Mr.
of the evening service.
solo by Miss
Knowlton; a Dutch solo
Miss Hope Dorman of Brown Univer- and Mrs. Lawrence Simmons.
The appointments for this week are
dance by little Miss Julia
R
will
the
sity,
Providence,
spend
I.,
Miss Melvina V, Parker of the
Chalmers, and numerous. There are rehearsals at variBangor
Christmas vacation at her home on High school
a
solo by Mrs. Basil R. Allen with a ous hours for those who take
faculty spent a iew days at
part in the
Church
street
her
on
home
Court street and left Tueschorus of boys and girle.
Christmas Pageant, under the direction
of Mr. and Mrs. Foster and their efficient
Miss Grace Hazeltine, a student at day for a visit in Boston and vicinity.
There was a large crowd in the
evening helpers, in which
will
Smith
many
appear in
College, will spend the holiday vaMiss Kathleen H. Tuttle of the Williwhen the program was opened with sevcostume. Thursday evening the mid- cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ng
antic, Conn., High school faculty will
eral selections by McKeen’s full orchestra week service of the church. All workers Sen Hazeltine.
arrive Friday to spend Christmas with
which also played later tor the dance with in our wide reaching Christmas program
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Leach, Mr. and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Tuttle.
are requested to be
present, for an hour Mrs. Howard Lowell
Charles F. Hammons as soloist.
and Mrs. Maude
By re- of encouragement and inspiration.
Miss Marian R. Wateiman of the GarIordan of Castine were in Belfast last liner
quest several selections were repeated
The Christmas Tree and Pageant will
High school faculty arrived home
week on business.
from All Aboard, the play
ast Saturday to spend her vacation with
given the be on Saturday evening and will be an
ier parents, Mr. and Mrs. John R. WaTheodore C. Bramhali and Alton Anprevious Wednesday at the Colonial un- occasion truly happy for many people.
1
There will be remembrances for every irews, students at Colby
College, are erman.
der the direction of the League. All were
one, children, father, mother, friends, on
cpeuding the holiday vacation at their
Miss Lora I. Musick, who has been the
as
enthusiastically encored as in their the two wonderfully laden Christmas lomes in this city.
fuest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury
first presentation and were greatly en- trees.
Whoever knows of children withhe
for her home
past week, left
Miss Mabel Wadlin, R. N., of Newton,
out a Christmas tree, bring them to ours.
| n Pittsburg, Fa. Monday
joyed.
She will come to
There will be something for them to carry ; Mass., is spending the holidays with her l daine
lhe new features were a
again later in the season.
character home.
larents, Capt. and Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin
>f East Northport.
song by Mrs. Basil R. Allen entitled Sec'Mere"’ Grady, who has acted on the
ond Hand Rose from the Follies of 1921.
John F. Durham is at home from Darttheatrical stage in repertory companies nouth
College to spend the holiday va- j
Dressed in long skirt, short coat,
etc., Mrs. and in vaudeville and nas often enter- cation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen was not recognized until her beautained Belfast audiences in week engage- lames C. Durham.
tiful voice was heard in the catchy music.
Thomas W. Lothrop, Jr. of Harvard
ments, died at his home in Lynn, Mass.,
Miss Katherine E. Brier was heard in a
Dec. 14th, after an illness of three Jental College will spend the holiday valine solo and very graciously responded
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
months. Jeremiah H. Grady was born
rhomas W. Lotbrop.
to an insistent encore, as she is always a
in Salem 55 years ago, son John and Anfavorite. A selection by the Universalisi
Miss Katherine Brown, a student at
nie Grady, and made his home in Lynn
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, will
choii, Mrs. Allen, Miss Brier, Harold S for 47 years. He began his
stage career spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. !j
McKeen and Earl L. Talbot, with Mrs.
when 16 years old, appearing first with 1 and Mrs. Marion E. Brown.
Thomas E. Bowker as pianist closed the
James A. Herne in Hearts of Oak. SubMiss Doris Clifford, who has a position
formal program.
sequently he was with Thomas E. Shea, as stenographer in Portage, is at home to
The surprise of the evening came with
spend Christmas with her parents, Mr.
Atkinson & Cook and other companies
the announcement
by Rev. William He married Frankie Carpenter, a child and Mrs. Walter J Clifford.
Vaughan that Miss Lora I. Musick, the impersonator, in
Miss Edna Hopkins is at home to spend
1893, and in 1895 formed
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, his first stock company with her as his Christmas. For the past few months
she
has been employed as an evangelistic
would give a solo dance.
Deafening ap- partner
They played practically every

He was a member of the Curtis-Blaisdeli
Coal Company and amassed a fortune
by close attention to and original ideas
in business.
He always retained a love
for his home town and came every sum
mer

MAINE, THURSDAY,

^----

The Universalist Bazaar
a Great
Success in Every Particular

Relatives in this city and vicinity received news Wednesday of the critical
illness of Walter F. Blaisdell of Port
Washington, Long Island, N. Y., and the
telegram announcing his death* Friday,
He was a patient in the Bushwick Hospital in Brooklyn, N. Y., attended by hie
brother, Dr. SilaB C. Blaisdell, and other
specialists, when everything possible was
done to prolong his life. His death resulted from an infected leg and complications.
Mr. Blaisdell was born in Winterport, one of the eight sons of E. Fer
rin and Nancy Chase Blaisdell and his
age was 73 years. In 1874, he went to
New York and had since resided there-

some yeais

~

I

in New England, and his success
great that he soon became manaAt various
ger and producer of plays.
times he had five stock companies on the
road, all of which were successful. His
last appearance on the stage was a year
ago.

town

was so

rarely equalled by professionals appearing
here. Mrs. Lloyd D. McKeen was her
accompanist. Miss Musick will always
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas D. Barr will
be sure of a cordial reception in Belfast. spend Christmas in Auburn with their
Hall F. Hoxie, and famRefreshments were served by Roscoe daughter, Mrs.
Practical Christmas Gifts at H. H. ]
ily. They will be joined by their other
Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St., Arey and dancing was continued until daughter, Miss Annie M. Barr, librarian
Belfast, Me.
at Rumford.
j midnight.
■

j

Styles, Colors and Sizes

vocalist in Hancock county.

There is only one Comfy Slipper.
Trade
Mark on the inside of every pair. All
others are imitations.

Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine returned
Friday from Greenfield, Mass., where
she had been taking a series of library
lessons during the past few months.
Bartlett J.

Whiting, a student at Hari College, is spending the Christmas
vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. O. Whiting, of East Northport.
var

BUY THE BEST they

Royce Miller of Searsmont, Raymond
O. Young and Albert A. Morey, students
at the Boston University, will spend the
j Christmas vacation at their respective
homes.

little

r

—

Webber’s

Mrs. Harry II. Upton and little daugh
ter Sheila of Springvale arrived Monday
to remain over the holidys with her
mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes. Mr. Upton
will join them later.

cost

Boot

Tel. 305-3

only

a

more.

Shop

Belfast,

Maine

Mr. A. L. T. Cammings of the University of Maine was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Clay last. Thursday while in
Belfast to speak before the Woman’sAlliance of the Unitarian Church.

[a CHRISTMAS
j CLUD CHEClC
i

Mr. and Mrs O. E. Frost and daughter
Katherine left Saturday to spend Christmas week with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G.
Wytlie and baby daughter of Boston and
with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Anderson and
baby daughter of Passaic, N. J.

! To ALL

a

an

Every Week,

May Be Made in Advance.

easier way to provide money for Christmas presents ?
Show this to your friends and get them to join.

Join yourself—get everyone in the family to join.

Waldo

Trust. Company
BELFAST

BROOKS

CASTINE

Ortrleittil nni [itnmibt CHRISTMAS CLUB taCYrrllHIt)

.25% off

Miss Louise Hazeltine, who ihas been
the guest of Mrs. James F. Preston of
Portland the past week or more, is now
with friends in Boston. She plans to
leave in March for an extended visit in
Japan with her niece, Mrs. Richard E.
Shaw, and family.
Forrest E

or

f CCAL'CR WCCD

ent W. Wescott.

“Join Our Christmas Club”
Payments Must Be Made

Stoves

Misses Kut.h Knight and Helen D. Wescott, sluder Is at Wheaton College, Norton, Mass., arrived Saturday. The for
mer will spend the week with her mother,
Mrs. Sarah F. Knight, and the latter
with her parents. Mayor and Mrs. Clem-

Christmas Club Check Next Christmas

Can you think of

Heating

Mr. Amos Clement, daughter, Miss
Louise R. Clement, son, Stephen C.
Clement, left Wednesday to spend a few
davs with Dr. and Mrs. James D. Clement of Bangor. Mr Clement will also
spend a few days in Seal Harbor on
business.

Every Member of the Family Can Have
»

ALL

Mr. and Mrs. J. A Pendleton of Isles
boro were in Belfast Thursday on their
way to Bowdoinham, where they have
taken a furnished house for the winter to
be with their daughter, Emily, an assistant in the Bowdoinham High school.

AP

UNITY

For Quick Sale

Richardson of Boston Uni-

Warm weather has left us with a few sample coal and
wood heaters. Rather than carry them into another
season we will take our loss.
You will need one beis
winter
over.
fore the
Why not come today before
it is too late and save 25 %

versity is the guest of his fiancee, Miss
Dorothy Babbidge, at the Quimby
homestead on Miller street. Mias Phyllis Babbidge will arrive Friday from
Dean Academy to spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Babbidge.
Hartwell L. Woodcock, Belfast water
color artist, will leave ne*t week for
short visits in Boston and New York before sailing Jan. 7th on the Ward Line for
Nassau, B. C., to spend the remainder of
the winter. A lull window display of
Mr. Woodcock’s late works was recently given on Fifth Avenue in New York
cit
by the Flagler S. S. Co.

Air

York city.

Tight Heaters

^ qq

Perfection Oil Heaters

$35.00 Glenwood Coal Heaters

C

and Mrs. W. L. West plan to leave
S’tirday by auto for Portland, where
will join Mrs. Harriet P. Godfrey
bey
->d
son, Harley F., in a visit over
Christmas with Mrs. L. H. Stearns and
family of Fitchburg, Mass. Mrs. Mary
E Davis of Brookline and son, Harry L.
White of Boston, will also be present at
the family reunion. Dr. West will take
a trip including business calls in Hartford and Middletown, CL, and in New

J

55.0°

“

49.00

“

Home
;

“

Wood

41;25

“

“

23 75

Furnishing

Crawford and Glenwood

4 gg
20 25

Co.

Ranges.
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SEASONABLE SELECTIONS

Waldo Pomona

WIN'FERPURT

JEST ’FORE CHRISTMAS

Grange.

HUMPHREYS’

Mr*. E. M. Arey is improving in health.

Waldo Pomona Grange waa entertainKenneth Nealley is teaching school in ed by Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo,
Will,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Tuesday, Dec. 6th. Although rather
Mother calls me Willie but the fellers Etna.
call me Bill.
is
Mrs. Urania Collins
at the home of a rough, cold day, neither good sleighing
The Republican journal Pub. Co.
or wheeling, still there waa a fairly good
Mighty glad I ain’t a girl—rather be a Miss Prescott.
boy,
attendance and another demonstration of
The A. T. F. S. S. class met Dec. 12th
Without them sashes, curia an’ things
A. 1. BROWN. Editor.
the fact that pleasant, helpful meetings
that’s worn by Fauntieroy.
at the.M. E. vestry.
are not always dependent upon large
Love to chawnk green apples an’ go
Mrs. Geneva Freeman is the guest of
ADVERTISING TERMS, for one square,
swimmin’ in the lake.
numbers. W. M. Bert Aborn was in the
one inch length in column, 50 cents for Hate to take the caster-ile they give for Mrs. Annie F. Atwood in Portland.
chair, three officers were absent The
•one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
belly-ache.
Mr. and Mrs. Abel C.-Ford have rented Grange opened with singing. After the
Moat all the time the whole year ’round
insertion.
the bouse on Washington street, owned usual routine business, as there were no
there ain’t no flies on me,
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
candidates in waiting, the time was
42.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents But jest 'fore Christmas, I’m good as I by Hubert Hall, and moved in.
can be.’’
-for three months.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold O. Getchell of pleasantly taken up by remarks by Bros.
"Gran’ma says she hopes that when I Hampden have moved into the Henry Edward Evans, Henry Elms and Will
CHRISTMAS
get to be a man,
The noon hour was most
Shorey.
Eldridge house on upper Main street
I’ll be a missionarer like her oldest
thoroughly
enjoyed by all. Grange reI
shall
but
not
see
shall
P.
Andrews
and
"I
F. N. Nickerson, H.
now;
him,
brother Dan,
behold him, but not nigh; there shall As was et up by the cannibals that lives Carroll L. Young attended the Knox convened at 2 p. m. Music by the choir;
come a star out of Jacob.”
in Ceylon’s Isle.
Waldo Teachers’ Association in Camden. address of welcome by Edward Evans in
Numbers, 24-17.
Where every prospeck pleases, an’ only
his usual easy, happy manner and reMiss Elizabeth Spurdens of Liverpool,
man is vile,
This ages-old prophecy was fulfilled
sponded to by Gracie Bowen of Honesty
But
she
bas
never
a
gran’ma
been
to
see
nineteen hundred and twenty-one years
England, has arrived at the home of her
Grange, Morrill.
Wild West show,
aunt, Mrs C. E. Bowden, for an indefiago when the wise men, expectant, saw Nor read the life of Daniel
Next in order came the election of offiBoone, or else nite
and
followed
it
stay.
the star of promise
I guess ahe’d know
The Worthy [Master appointed
cers.
"And lo, the star, which they saw in That Buif’lo Bill an’ cowboys iB good
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson and brothers
Evans, Shorey and sister Hattie
enough for me,
the east, went before them, till it came
Mrs. R. L. Clements attended the meet- Paul a committee to
receive, sort and
and stood over where the young child Excep’ just ’fore Christmas, when I’m
ing of North Waldo Pomona grange at count votes.
The election passed off
good as I can be.’’
was.
White’s Corner, Dec. 7tb.
yvucu iucy »nw iuc Biai mcy
icjuilcu
very quickly and harmoniously, only one
"For Christmas with its lots and lots of
with exceeding great joy.”
Mrs. Charles McDermott has been ballot required for each officer, with the
candies, cakes and toys,
“And when they were come into the
Was made, they say, for proper kids an:
granted a State license to carry on a following results: W. M., Bert L. Aborn,
house, they sew the young child with
not for naughty boys;
Mary, bis mother, and fell down and
house for children. She now who is serving his fifth term;0., Leroy
wash yer face an’ brush yer hair an’ boarding
worshipped him; and when they had So
has three under her care.
Morse; L,, Annie Aborn; S., Isaac Sanmind
and
yer
p’s
q’s,
opened their treasures, they presented And
don’t
bust
out
born; A. S., James Woodbury; Chap.
and
yer
pantaloons,
11.
unto him gifts.” Matthew 2—9, 10,
Mrs. L H. Davis pleasantly entertained
don’t wear out yer shoes;
Grace Woods; Treas., Frank Clements;
The above is a brief but comprehenthe
Delta
S.
S.
her
home
class
at
Alpha
Say “Yessum" to the ladies an’ “YesSec’y, Ernest Bowen; G. K, Wesley
sive description of the first Christmas, at
sur” to the men,
Dec. 12th. A delicious r.paBt was served
Mrs. Leroy Morse; C., HatAnd
when
they’s company don’t pass yer and the house prettily decorated for the Achorn; P.,
the beginning of the first year of our
tie Sanborn; Flora, Cora Gay; L. A. S.,
plate ter pie again;
Christian Era. The centuries have come
occasion.
But, thinkin’ of the lungs yer’d like to
executive
tdwina Derry;
committee,
On each
and gone, but Christmas lives.
see upon that tree,
Howard Lodge, F. and A. M., elected Delbert Paul, John Berry, Chas. Woods.
of its annual recurrences carols are sung, Jest 'fore Christmas, be as good as you
the following officers atthe regular meetThe topic, Should the Legislature Abolcan be.”
there is rejoicing with exceeding great
ing: W. M.t Frank Downes; S. W. Hu- ish the State Highway Commission, was
Field
—Eugene
of
treasures
and
oy, there is opening
bert Hall; J. W., Charles Sinnott; Treas- then taken
up, opened by Edward Evans,
presentation of gifts, and, best of all, the
urer, Lewis Atwood; Secretary, Ellery and further discussed by brothers Shorey,
WHEN THE YULE LOG GLOWS
human
in
abides
still
of
Christ
spirit
Bowden; S. D., Capt. Charles Crockett; Ellis, Sanborn, Elms, Paul (a patrolman)
hearts.”
“Sing, Mister Wind,
J. D., Raymond Carleton; finance comIn de chimbley place
Dow, Aborn, Webster, .Morse and Del“What means that star, the shepherds
Where de fire throws light
mittee, Carroll L. Young, James A. Car- bert Paul. It was ably brought out, but
said.
On de li’l chile face.
leton and Raymond Cole.
That brightens through the rocky glen?
as far as Waldo county is concerned,
You is de one
And angels answering overhead,
things will remain about as they are.
Fer
de
of
a race.
of
The
senior
“All
on
Account
running
will
to
on
“Peace
drama,
earth, good
Sang,
Bro. Dow made some suggestive remarks
Sing, Mr. Wind, in the chimbley.
men.”
Polly,” which was presented at Union
—Lowell
in regard to the attitude of the MilK ProHall, Dec. 6tb, was enjoyed and appre“Sing, Mister Wind,
the
If you like de music so.
ciated by the large audience present, and ducers Association towards farmers
:‘Lo, Bethlehem’s hillside before! me >s
a
Its well dat you can whistle so,
the
secreautumn.
Voted
that
past
seeD,
was considered by all to be the best enWid so far to go,
With the mountains around and the valtertainment held here for years. The tary send a letter of sympathy to Mrs.
But sing to all the li’l folks
leys between;
dram was of American family life, and Chester Cushman, a testimonial of the
De si. eetest songs you know.
There rested the shepherds of Judah and
Sing, Mister Wind, in de chimbley
the parts were particularly well assigned love and respect felt by the members of
there,
The song of the angels rose sweet on the
place.”
to bring out the best characterization Waldo Pomona for her husband, a late
Beltast.Thursday, December 22,1921

"Father calls

me

William,

aister calls me

—Dunbar

air.

possible,

—Whittier
The Journal wishes everybody a
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
noted that several
A few weeks ago
members of one of the numerous manufacturer’s unions had been put in jail and
we

fined for violation of the aged “Sherman
anti-trust law.” About the time those
cases were disposed of indictments charging violation of this law have been returned against more than one hundred individjals and corporations employed by or en-

gaged in the manufacture or sale of window glass. These indictments charge
conspiracy between the labor unions and
the manufacturers “to limit production,
to suppress competition, to maintain arbitrary excessive and extortionate prices,
and to control the sale, shipment and delivery of window glass.”; The law against
people should have been enforced
before they had grown rich at the expense
We believe
of the public in this manner.
that trade unions have done much more

these

boosting to the high cost of living than
be charged to the labor unions. The
consumer directly pays the workman, the
can

manufacturer and the merchant.
was a

an

woman

a

hen

day,”

etc.

who had

egg of gold each

“There

which laid

More than 20.0G0 miles of wires were laid
on the ground or tacked on fences during

days following the storm. The
company bought 800,000 pounds of copper
wire, carloads of cross arms and poles and
had at one time 3,000 men clearing up the
wreckage and making repairs. Wheredid
they get the money to pay for all this?
Like prudent managers the company had
an ample surplus fund. Big business needs
a big surplus for emergencies.
the ten

Controversy over Yap has been settled
by private negotiation between Japan and
ment

The terms of settle-

said to apply to all mandated
in the Pacific in which Japan it

are

islrnds

concerned.
Settlements will be embraced in

a

sep-

sky

The educational

portrayed

rally,

held at Union

Hall,

Dec.

8th,

was

attended by

aches grow into big pains
unless warded off by an application of Sloan’s.
Rheumatism,
neuralgia, stiff joints, lame back won't

fight long against Sloan's Liniment.
For more than forty years Sloan’s
Liniment has helped thousands, the

world over. You won’t be an exception. It certainly does produce results.
It penetrates without rubbing.
Keep
this old family friend always handy
for instant use. Ask your .neighbor.

At all

druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

Sloar*
Liniment

MW——tWi

_l

Spencer Corsetiere
I will be glad to call; and explain the
special designing service of the Spencer
Rejuveno Corset and Supports. See full
page illustrated ad. in December Womans

Home

Companion,

page 33.

MRS. ISAAC S. HILLS,
Registered Spencer Corsetiere,
Belfast, IL F- D., No. 6.
47
Telephone 72-23

the host grange for the courtesies of the

a

grammar school;
Burnham.
singing, grammar grades; Health ProbGeorge N. Cooper, Searsmont, to Harry
Dr.
L.
H.
lems,
Smith; singing. High Jordan, do.; land and buildings in Searsschool; remarks, Rev. C. A. Purdy; sing- mont.

She held to her bosom a little white box
With the strangest directions he ever
had read:
In round, childish characters, blotted and

blurred,

O’Malley,

in

Heaven,”

ing, Star Spangled Banner, schools and
Rev. C. A. Purdy.

it

audience; benediction,

“Now please, Mr. Postman, my brother
has gone
To the beautiful land of the at gels of

MARSHAL FOCH’S

FAREWELL

Marshal Foch, before sailing for France

iight,

And the tree in the parlor was stripped of transmit ed through the American Leits gifts,
gion Weekly, official organ of the exBut no one remembered poor Bobby
service men’s organization, a farewell to
last night.
And so I have sent him my wooly white the people of America. The translation
lamb.—"
follows:
She dropped from her lashes the pearl i
“With deep regret I bid you goodbye
of a tear—
For almost seven weeks the Legion has
“Or else he will, think that his home in
the clouds,
j entertained me marvelously in your
Is so far that we all have forgotten splendid country. My experience here
him here.”
eads to two thoughts.

|

“Oh, simple
child,

and wonderful

faith of

“When first I met

a

That knew not the grave with its darkness and gloom,
But looked to the skies as the country of

God,

vou

and

came

to ad-

mire you as fighters, cheerful, subject to
discipline under your splendid leader,

I

Where the birds were in song, and the
flowers in bloom.
1
It was this that was taught from the

General Pershing, the days were dark indeed. Yet you smiled then as you fought,
and your cheerfulness and bravery helped much to bring us victory and peace.
“When next I met you it was in your
country. The alarms of war were over.
You were engaged actively in those pur-

manger of yore,
When the Bethlehem Baby was born in
the hay.
i suits of peace which are so essential to
course be submitted to the Senate.
The And the spirit of death at his first little I happiness and prosperity—hard work. I
cry
have come to love all Americans for
tentative agreement is said to be satisIn the snow and the starlight went j their spirit of
diligence, for their gener.
to
both
factory
parties.
flitting away.”
ous heartedness.
France and the United
Minnie Irving.
States are indeed close together, as they
It is estimated that $150,000,000 are bealways have been.
“These two thoughts—of the American
ing withdrawn from the banks of this
Daniel m. nichols.
abroad at war, of the American at home
country, this month in connection with
and at peace—lead to only one concluChristma savings deposits.
Daniel Melvin Nichcls died Saturday
sion, that the Americans are young, sturmorning, Dec. 10th, after a long illness dy, honorable, God-fearing, full of faith
following an attack of heart trouble. He and hope; that they are to be admired,
respected and trusted by all peoples
was the son of Joram and

LITTLE

W.

(COMPOUND)
Eor Piles op
Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists
Send Free Sample of Olutmuat to

Gifts That Last
H. J. Locke & Son, Jewelers, announce their
Stock Complete and invite your inspection.

Christmas

Gold Watches tor Christmas Gifts
We have a

complete

line ol

Waltham, Elgin and Illinois

Walches for

and men.

ladies

Bracelet Watches
Gold Filled and White Gold of standard makes, in Swiss and American,
with
our

Guarantee behind them.

Humphreys' Borneo. Medicine Company
156 William Street. New York.

Gold

Rings

Engagement and Wedding Rings in White and Yellow Gold. Also the stylish
Black Onyx, little finger ring, both In plain and set with diamonds.

SICK STOCK

Men’s Stone, Emblem &

BOOK

on treatment of
Horses, Cow*,
Sheep, Dog* and other animal*, sent
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St, N. Y

Sterling Silver and Plated Ware for the table
We are showing an attractive line.
Why not

Signet Rings

is much lower than last ytar
start a pattern for Christmas.

New Clocks, Mahogany Mantle Clocks, Banjo Wall
Clocks, as well as Big Ben and Radium Dial Alarms.

NEUMONIA
Send at

once for a physician, but begin immediately “emergency”

treatment with Vicks. This
does not interfere with any
internal medication thcdoctor
may prescribe.

The Wallace

Nutting

Colored

Photographs

of Quaint Interiors,

and Calendars for 1922.

A new line of Xmas. Cards.
Work in Colored Photographs.

Landscape

Landscapes

Sawyer’s beautiful

You Will Also Find Fountain Pens
Of the best makes—Waterman, Conklin, Parker and Shaefter.
Point and Ever Sharp Pencil in Gold, Silver and nickel.

The Sharp

H. J. LOCKE & SON
BELFAST, MAINE

For Christmas
We have received another lot of
new goods from China, especially desirable for Christmas Gifts.
A few suggestions are:

Low

operating

cost

Bead Necklaces
Chains and Pendan's
Ear Rings
Lace and Embroidered
Mats
It ish Crochet Lace Collars
Filet Lace Collars

Centerpieces
Runners
Lunch Cloths and Sets
Silk hags
Feather Fans
Baby Shoes
Jasmine Tea

Dodge Brothers

AM > L. WILSON
SL’EM. PARTRIDGE

SEDAN

j

j

arate treaty and does not concern other
conference powers. The treaty w:ll of

USE SLOAN’S TO
WARD OFF PAIN

member of the executive committee.

O was commissioned to express to W.
Pomona (who was ill) the regret of Pomona Grange that she was unable to be
with us. A vote of thanks was given

At the census 10 granges reported.
large day.
Closed in due form.
number of teacher, parents, pupils and
The next meeting of Pomona will be
citizens. The following was the pro- with Mystic Grange, Belmont, Jan. 3,
gram of the evening: Singing, America, 1922. Address of welcome, Mrs. Hattie
Mrs.
Grace Woods;
“Dear me, I sighed, here is a go;
school and audience; general remarks on Heald; response,
topic, What seed should be saved by the
There’s not a soul in sight
school problems, Frederick M. Nicker- farmers and what
bought to insure a
If I but had some mistletoe,
son, Supt. of schools; The Community good crop; opened by Leroy Morse; inMy heart indeed were light.
Attitude and Responsibility Towards the stallation of officers.
“Unfortunate, am I, though big,
Schools, H. P. Andrews, principal of
A most unlucky fellow,Transters in Real Estate
high school; singing, primary grades;
Why dear, she said, I tied a sprig
On top of the umbrella.”
safety lessons, Miss Almira D. Porter,
The following transfers of real estate
—Anon.
of Upper Primary school; singing,
j teacher
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
] grammar grades; physical training, Ha- of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 15,
THE POSTMAN’S STORY.
zel B. Lowe, teacher of Lower Primary
1921:
“When Christmas had covered the house- school; singing, High school; Better EngRosalinda A. Knight, Lincolnville, to
tops with snow,
Wilfred H. Lord, assistant High Norman W. Jones, do.; land in Lincolnlish,
And the bells had retold the sweet
school teacher; singing, primary grades; ville.
story of old,
The postman was stopped on his weari- Patriotism Mrs. Nicca K. Lord, interLouis Boushe, Knox, to John B'. Vicksome round
mediate teacher; The Teacher’s Part in ery, Morrill; land in Knox.
By a dainty wee maiden with ringlets Making a Safe
Everett Dunton, Burnham, to Roscoe
Democracy, Carroll L.
of gold.
E. Dunton, do.; land and buildings in
Young, principal of
,

“I hoisted an umbrella up
To guard her from the storm;
Half filled with happiness my cup,
My heart with love was warm.

“To Robert
said.’

The sleet storm which occurred the lass
of November in southern New England
cost the N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. $1,500,000.

the United States.

“On Christmas Day a maid and I
Were walking very slow
From church, and all the grayish
Was tilled with falling snow.

and each character

his or her part with a clear and distinct
enunciation, and a perfection of detail
seldom equalled in amateur theatricals.

UNDER THE MISTLETOE

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

|

Dolly Nichols,
everywhere.
and was born in Searsport, April 22,
“And of what type is the representa1845.
For several years he lived in Flor- tive American of today? The type you
find
in the American Legion. He is the
ida, Ohio, and New York, returning some
man who sacrificed all to fight for his
twenty-five years ago to Searsport and
flag and world freedom. He is the man

to the old homestead which has been in
the family for three generations.
He

who

now

‘peace

will see to it that we have

earth, good will toward men.’
“We in France are doing our share to
lived at the home place until failing in
ourselves
worthy of the victory we
health he purchased the residence of the keep
have won. We k~ow you are doing
late Capt. James Nichols on Mt. Eph- yours.
Long live the American people!
riam Road and lived there till he died. Long live the American Legion 1”
In 1880, he married Mary Elizabeth Daly
of Jacksonville, Florida. Eight children
CITY POINT
were born to them, two of whom, Joram
H. and Daniel E., and their mother surHarold E. Bailey of Boston spent the
vive. Mr. Nichols was an honored mem- week end at the Bailey home here, recentber of Sears Lodge, L O. O. F., and a ly.
well known and respected citizen and
Mrs. Clara Forbush of Somerville, Mass.will be greatly missed in the community.
has, returned from a visit of several
The funeral was held at his late resiweeks with her sister, Mrs. F. M. Bailey,
dence, Rev. N. T. Atwood officiating.
The burial was in the Village cemetery.
Waldo Shorey arrived last week from
Greybull,
Wyoming, and with Mrs. Shorey
The winter time table of the Belfasthis home at the Gardner L.
will
make
Burnham R. R. is as follows:
A. M. P. M. Hatch residence. His many friends are
Stations
6 45
12 30 glad to welcome him and hope that his
Belfast.Lv.
“
6 50
12 35
City Point.;.
stay east will be permanent.
Sargents...
Mias Sara Taylor, who is teaching
7 01
12 46
Waldo.
7 14
1 02 school near
Brooks. “
Bangor, spent a short vacation
"
7 29
1 17
Knox.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
“
recently
7
36
30
1
Thorndike..
Her friends here are
7 45
1 40 Robert Taylor.
Unity.
7 57
Winnecook.“
1 5 pleased to hear that she is having splen805
2 0 did success with her first school.
Burnham Junction.... Ar.

C. S. Adams, et als., Searsmont, to
Fred L. Flagg, Augusta; land in Searsmont.
Tyler E. Page, et al Belfast, to Roy C.
Fish, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.

Roy C. Fish, Belfast, to
ier, Roxbury, Mass.; land

Wm. H. Frazand buildings

If you have friends,
they should have
your photograph.

Winterport.
Raymond A. Ripley, Montville, to Velzora E.
Ripley; land and buildings in

QOe use dollins
(llllmfine

hoiojmpilie

Mounting^

Montville.

Richards, Fairfield,

Laura M. Kimball, et al., Islesboro, to
Maude F. Sherman, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Geo F. Stanwood, Medford, Mass., to
Alfreda J. Sawyer, Melrose, Mass.; land
and buildings in B’reedom.

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays, 3 P. M.

Boston to Savannah
First Class

To St. Petersburg

fc $51.28

WHY SUFFER

including

SO?

wny suiter irom

naa

oacx,

sharp, shooting twinges, headaches,

^°ru"Pd $78

33

dizBel-

ziness and distressing urinary ill?
fast people recommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills. Could you ask for stronger proof
of merit?
Mrs. Annie L. Durham, 15 Park St.,
Belfast, says: "I bad been suffering from
kidney trouble for many years, but never
could get anything to relieve me until 1
began using Doan’s Kidney Pills, which
I procured at the City Drug Store. I
suffered much annoyance when my kidneys didn’t act .regularly and my feet
would swell and burn. I felt like putting
them in cold water. 1 would get so dizzy at times, everything was blurred before me and this seemed to affect my
sight. I had to get glasses. Before I had
finished taking the first box of Doan’s
Kidney Pills, however, I got relief and
six boxes cured me. I take great pleasure in recommending Doan’s to others.”
(Statement given November 2, 1916 >
On August 28, 1920, Mrs. Durham said:
“I can speak in just as high words of
praise for Doan’s Kidney Pills, as I did in
1916 when I testified to their merits. The
cure they made for me at that time has

remained permanent.
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Apply for Work NOW

WESTBORO HAT C
Westboro,

meais ana stateroom

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks, Boston

FOR SALE

LADY S FUR COAT. Size
40; like new;
big bargain. Apply at

Telephone

246-12

HANDW RITTEN DALLING CARDS.

Beautiful penmanship. Put in beautiful
holiday container or case. Especially for

mond, Maine.

rrom

are

aceommod at ions
War Tax&% additional

presents. Senders name on each case.
50c per package, one dozen. No
stamps.
Order at once. G. W: GREENE, Rich

on

a

$42.82

Round toe oe
Trip

in Stockton Springs.
Beula E. Mudgett, Boston, to A. H.
Clark, Fairfield; land in Unity.

ditions.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

To Jacksonville

Ma>e»

EXPERT PIANO TUNING and REPAIRING

A

fik
f

LLOYD D. McKEEN

airjodp

Ciil-diestiPills la R.
an boxes, seal*
M Take bo «

P

I find that many pianos are badly moth eaten this seas
Moths will utterly ruin your piano and neglecting to
tend to them now will only add to the cost of later repairs
Moths breed in dark places, therefore they will be fe
in pianos when no where else in the house.
I strongly advise having your piano action taken out
thoroughly examined. My charge for taking out action
thorough examination is only $1.00, which will be applio*
cost of repaiis, if they are necessary.

S PILLS

THE DIAMOND B KAN Ik.

a

Massachusetts

Piano Owners, Atteniioi

3w50

QHICHESTER

¥ork1Iuaranteep

also teaching beginners.
wish to learn this work apply immed
who
Those
Special arrangements have been made for reas
board and lodgings within waking distance of the fa

We

Passenger Fares. Boston

Northport Wesleyan Grove Campmeet-

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

all year

s.Jnn.1, wan» $36.65 ^rTpd $67.24

ing Association, Northport, to M. Ella
Bowman, Oldtown; land in Northport.
John McCoy et al
Stockton Springs,
to Mark L. Shaw, do.; land and buildings

is greatly relieved by constitutional treatHALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE
ment.
Catarrhal
is a constitutional remedy.
Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing, and when it is entirely closed,
Unless the inDeafness is the result.
flammation can be reduced, your hearing
HALL’S
be
destroyed forever.
may
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through the
the sysof
blood on the mucous surfaces
tem, thus reducing the inflammation and
connormal
in
Nature
restoring
assisting

Straw Hats.

Main Street, Belfast.

Elta M. Carleton, Belfast, et |als., to
Louise S. Cuddy, Winterport; land in

to Cora
Reynolds, Burnham; land and buildings
in Burnham.

On Ladies9

iyTaTgook’s studio

in Swanville.

Melvina L

OperatorsiTrimmersWantsd
and Men

Yogi friends will appreciate
and cherish just the sort of
pictures we make.

22

or

Shop Hayford Block Annex, Belfast,

M

TELEPHONE 157-11

ULtSllND B

f years known as Be

High St.,

____

SOU) BY DRU0GJS15 P wwsh®

We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE

to bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell. Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

SINCE 1882
At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE
taxes on lands situated in the town of Stockton Springe, in the County of
the year 1921.
'the following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of
for said town on the sixteenth
Springs for the year 1921, committed to me for collectionthat
if said taxes, interest an.l
Mhy, 1921, remains unpaid; and notice ia hereby given
to pay the an
are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed hs is sufficient
be
sold
at
will
public auction at HichbornV
therefor, including interest and chargee,
said town, (the same being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting
town was held) on the first Monday of February, 1922, at nine o’clock a. m.

Unpaid

<

!>
Carson, Frank J. Lot No. 3 on plan of Speed property on Cape Jellieon, Rec'd 1’lan,
Page 7, Waldo Registry of Deeds. Amount of tax due, $1.14.
Dickey, M. L. Lot on School street, bounded north and east by land of A. M. Ames; soot
W. G. Moulton heirs; west by School street. Amount of tax due, $1.90.
Knyvetta Dock and Warehouse Co. Warehouse known as Potato House situated at Ca,
Amount of tax due, $950 00.
liaon Docks on land of B, & A. R. R. Co.
Lawrence, James W. Lot No. 12 of W. J. Creamer Plan recorded in Waldo Registry of 1'
Book 1, Page 11. Amount of tax due, $114
Manchester, J. W, Heirs. 12 Lots. No. 1 2-20 21 22-30 31-32-33-34-39 41, on the Treat
erty on the east side of the mill road, recorded in Waldo Registry, Book 1, Page 6. Am
of tax due, $13.68.
S. B. MERRITHEW,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Stockton Springs, 1921
3w51
y

EAST SEARSMONT

SUGGESTIONS
For Xmas.

s'wEATERS-Men’s

Pullovers,

David Moody and Kermit Nickeraon
left Dec. 9th for Lewiston to attend the
Boys’ Conference, returning the first of
in
the week.

Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Thomas and Mrs.
Frank. Gelo were in Camden Dec. 9th

a

Men’s Coats with

without collars

or

Man’s Knit Vasts.

Mr. and Mrs. Arad Mahoney were
Belfast recently, the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. I. Gardner.

BROOKS BRANCH

Mr. end Mrs. F. P. Webb, Master and
Pomona of the North Waldo Pomona
Burgess of Rockland was the
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Thayguest of his daughter, Mrs. Albert Mar- Grange,
er, Master and Ceres of Comet Grange,
riner, Dec. 4th.
left the first of last week for Portland to
Mrs. Donaldj Heald of Lincolnville,
attend the State Grange.
Mrs. Donald Ellis and two children of
Saturday evening,Dec. 10,Comet Grange
Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs. Arad Maelected officers. Twenty-three members
honey Dec. 8th.
J.

BATH ROBESMen’s, Ladles’ and CMIdron.
HOSE -Men’s Silk, with and without olox. Man’s
Waal, with and without
clox, Man’s Cotton, Ladles’ Silk, with and without
olox, Ladles’
Wool, with and without clox, Ladles’ Cotton.
LtOliS COATS—Ladles’ Tuxedos, Ladles’ Pullovers.
ME VS SHIRTS-Hathaways, $1.75 to $3.00, Earle t
Wilson’s. $2 to SB.
TIES-50c, 75e, S1.00. Ne-R1n-K*l, $1.60.
#EVa SCARFS IN SILK OR WOOL SUSPENDERS IN
HOLIOAY PACKAGES
HANDKERCHIEFS—Men’s Initial and Plain, a lew Linen. Ladies’
HandEmbroidered. Ladles’ Unon.
UMBRELLAS-MEN’S, LADIES’ and CHILDREN IN SILK AND GLORIA.

Christine A. Jones, Manager
%

Pays

2 Per Cent Interest

checking

on

accounts.

Miss Christine A. Jones

Oscar V.
moved to

was a

tlth.

Mrs. J.

E. Stimpson was
caller in Watervilie, Dec. 9.

a

Mrs. Charles Jenkins was the guest
in Monroe several days re-

of

Grange

Ellis and baby son were
in Beltast several

relatives

The officers

liberty!

things?”

Mrs. George

Honesty Grange,

Davis.

L.

ecess was

taken for dinner and all

of the host grange

bers

as

S.,

election

Florence

Brown.

After

the

fine banquet was enjoyed, fol
lowed by the carrying out «f an interest-

bed to the dining hall where bountispread tables awaited them, with

I

A.

efficient

a

ing program.

Phebe Cross passed through a thrilling
She is in governe aiternoon. session wa? opened in ! experience recently.
fth degree-and the choir rendered a mental employ ia New Haven, Conn.,
st-

and

ertion.
Edwards extended fraternal greetand a fitting acknowledgment was

by D. Nl. Kimball, who closed

ssed

marks with

story,
ading by Abbie Jewett and areciby Lizzie Perkins were followed
a

interesting remarks by

Su^erin-

original poem by Annie B. Clemwas
vvell received and Margaret
a

•was

there

was suck a stampede she thought
it wise to keep out of the aisles, so crawled back over the seats. She got back to

next to

pleasing selection,

the last

of seats when

row

some-

how she caught her foot and ankle in one
of the ooilapsibie seats. The fire was

coming

nt of Schools F. M. Nickerson'

all read

in the Rialto theatre when it
burned.
When tbe alarm was given

was

She tugged and pull
ed sometime before she could free herself
when a man caught her up and carried
very near.

her out, the last

one

to

leave the burning

Win. C.
moved to

and family have
where he has
employment in the Merrill & Mayo Co.
store there.

Where there is <&a

need for

buildtonic after

Mr and Mrs. Charles Peabody, accompanied by Miss Mabel Rose, left Dec. 9
for St. Cloud, Fla., where they will
spend the winter months.
Mr.

and Mrs.

L.

T.

Dunham are

SCOTT’S

re-

ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter December 4th.
Mrs. F B. Edwards of Jacksou is caring for her.

I

t

he supper which

was

held December

■

will be elected and installed and

Miss Faustina Condon went to Rock-

of candidates will receive the def Pomona.
Clara D. York

recently to begin training as a
in Dr. Silsby’s hospital.
She
has been stopping with her aunt, Mrs. C.
O. Dickey.

rs

land

s

What

t

“Pestology”

nurse

Means

ns in

London,
for

we

shall be able to

use

showing that will reall “vermin” statistics of the Brites to the background.
It costs us
uUOfOOO a year, according to the latest
s, or about $7 per individual, to feed
t populatioo, and that includes only
consumed, witn .no allowances for
le losses that are directly traceable
ese unwelcome guests.
boll weevil, as estimated by Jar. L.
luward, the government's entoin$logitpert, destroyed 4,650,000 bales of
n worth $250,000,000 in the period
1892 to 1.917, and this loss “hastsince
increased by a huge amount.” The
ug moth, an enemy ot orchards, costs
> rach
year, by its attacks on our apple
a amounting to
$12,000,000, also long us in outlaysof between $3,0(10,000
1,000,000 for tbe spraying and labor
act
id to control the worm. To the Bweet
o weevil and its depredations is at
hiij led annual loss of $1,800 000 in Texas
ai
and for the Gulf country ass whole
figure has arisen in several riecent
S'taii to as much as $3,500,000.
Dajmage
r wheat crops sometimes
exceeding
100,000 annually is attributed to the
an lly.and a diminution of our potato
1 p to the extent of
100,000,000 bushels
: )e.,r
is chargeable to various bugs and
tbe
Colorado
beetle
included.
ts,
O il these are
only “high spots” of the
which pests wage incessantly upon
mits, vegetables and trees. Among
r loes to be reckoned with are the asorer, the flea-beetle, the alfalfa wee
tie San Jose scale, the “tbrips” inthe peach borer, the white scale, the
h bug, the cutworm, the army worm,
w hite grub, the
btlbug, the snout bee- !
the satin moth, the striped cucumber
le and the European coru borer, tbe
;a|ter first discovered in Massachusetts
years ago and called by Dr. Howard
,!=e of the most deadly enemies of plant
fe.”
j
Altogether, the total annual damage !
n. done
by insects in the United States, I
•'
biding injury to products in storage I
to men and animals, reaches tbe grand !
bil of $11,551,000,000. Happily good I
itogiess is being made in the reduction of
Ulese losses: at least $2,000,000 has been
cut from the expenditures caused
Dy the
tylnie scale, and "many millions of dollars” !
/hull the outlay due to the peach borer.
Bjt a vast work
remim, and whether we
a|l
study and treatment “pestology” or
by some other name, that work, will be
j
ri’eded against man’s imect. and rodent
'•Ernies for many years to come.—Bos■ew name

a

e

j
j

j
j

lon Herald.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R IA

|

"

^

J

I ■ ii m „|

case

certain

j

Miss Doris Coombs of Castine
week-end visitor in town.

rained irom
set in and he

rrencn

Pneumonia
the operation.
expired six hours afterwards. The trip
east was begun by Mrs. French aod her
Any one wishing to join the Red Cross son November 22nd, last. The operation
so
do
by communicating was performed by a specialist, who was a
Chapter may
friend of the family.
with Myrtie Pendleton.
Dr. French met his wife and son in
Lone Star Chapter, O. E. S., will hold Cincinnati. The body was taken to Bostheir annual installation of officers on ton for interment. Mrs. French will return to Long Beach.
Tuesday evening, Dec. 13th.
Neville Slcane French was connected
Mrs. Adin Moody was quite seriously with the First National bank, where l;e
a
week
thrown
from
held
last
a
responsible position. He was a
hurt
by being
musician and belonged to the
carriage, although no bones were broken. brilliant
local Order of Moose, where he officiated
Her friends hope for her speedy recovery. as
pianist. He also played with the high
Mrs. Annie Bunker left recently for school orchestra at the night sessions of
school. He was a regular attendant or
Atlantic, Mass., where she will be the
the Episcopal church, a member of the
guest of her niece, Mrs. Gurney. She local community players, and took
part
was
accompanied as far as Belfast by in several plays presented by this organization. He was popular socially and beMrs. R. P. Coombs.
longed to the Lancers Club.
1 he many friends of Helen Decker and
was

a

Sherman Dodge were very much surprised to hear of their marriage in Rockland on Dec.

8th.

They will reside in

Islesboro.

Their many friends wish them
a long life of happiness.

HALLDALeT
,in Portland

Charles W. Colby
tending the State Grange.
J. R. Nutter and Maynard E. Hal!
n Belfast on business, Dec. 12.
was

ats

were

It is expected there will be a Christmas
tree and concert at the church, here,
Christmas Eve.

Fletcher
Baptist
missionary of Waterville has preached
here three Sundays recently.
Rev Mr.

the

state

Mrs. Maggie Hopkins, who has been at
Bert Hsll’s for several weeks left for her
home in Lowell, Mass., Dec. Sth.

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

COLD MEDAL
*

HHiHiiia

^

bring quick relief and often ward oS
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
All drugging, in three si*e-.
years.
Look for the

name

and

Gold Medal oa every br:
no ieevtation

accent

In Board

of

Municipal

Officers,

Belfast, Maine, December 12, 1921.
Upon
foregoing-assessments it is hereby ordered that a nearing be had Monday,
in
January 16, the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two at 7 o’clock,
P, M., at the Aldermen’9 Room in said City,
and that the City Clerk give notice to each
person interested, as required by Section 6,
Chapter 22 of the Revised Statutes.
C. W. WE SCOTT,
R. L COOPER.
V A. SIMMONS.
J. B. DARLING,
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.

|

CHAS. S. BICKFORD.
City Clerk.

Restful
Tea
After
each meal
and on retiring:. to inhibit
growth of bacteria
SO and 60c

SEND

land and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 6 p.m. Leave Rockland Wednesdays
and Saturdays, 6 a. ra„ Camden 6.46 a. m., Belfast 7.16 a. m, for Bucksport, Winterport and

At Boston connection is made via the MetLine express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West

GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

MINTOL
Protector

Isn Home
against liitlu* nza.
Chest Colds, Head
Colds, Croup and
Bronchitis.
MINTOL
relieves
all congestion.

TUBE

FREE

For £ ale
20-acre producing farm; immediite
good land in high state of cultivation; newly fenced; new five room cottage,
well and barn; fronting on 60 foot
highway in
Florida

occupancy;

highly developed

modern

farming community;

near large canning
factory, syrup factory and
dairy; within U ree-quarters mile railroad
loading station Good Irish potato land; planted in January under fair conditions Irish
po
tatoes should yield 50 barrels per acre
ready
for market in April and
May, and present indications should bring $8.00 or more
per barrel. Irish potatoes should be
planted, cultivated. harvested and marketed within cost of
$125 00 or less per acre. Excellent marketing
facilities; abundance good farm labor. Natural

drainage—no

swamps

or

overflows;

one

Winter

or

additional money crops may' be produced

more

land after potatoes. This fine farm
may be yours for cash payment of $1,200.00
and balance within five years.
No better investment anywhere. Think.
on same

Investigate. Act,

orrin i. dickey
Real Estate and

Insurance, Belfast,

Better know

as

"Sul”

announce that he
-into the-

to

General

is

for Your

When a battery freezes it is ruined.
Anj battery in a discharged condition will freeze in cold weather. Store your battery with us when
you
lay up your car and save money.
Come in and let us explain our method of “dry storage” which stops
the chemical action and prevents deterioration of your battery while not

-The PlumberWishes

Storage
Battery

YOUR BATTERY CAN FREEZE

Maine

HARVARD W. SALISBURY

in

use.

LEWIS A. GANNON & CO.,

going

AT NORTON'S GARAGE, HIGH

Plumbing Business

STREET, BELFAST,

MAINE

Telephone 117-4

BELFAST,

MAINE
lmo49*

HALL &

FOR RENT

Almost 75 years in

the

same

location

established
COMMISSION

THE WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE

FRUIT

Automobile and
Furniture

COLE, INC.

94 to 102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

A TENEMENT OF FIVE ROOMS.
Inquire at

AND

jin

Boston

s

big market,

1848.

MERCHANTS
PRODUCE

Apples Our Specialty

Storage

Prompt and efficient service. Stencils furnished on application. References:
Any commercial agency; Beacon 'trust Co., Boston,
13t42

AT 21 CONGRESS STREET.

C. A. PAUL

For Sale

For Sale

1 lie l)e Sliver place situated in Prospect beiow bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of
land,,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
River. Inquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
RALPH 1. MORSE,

A COTTAGE AND LOT at Swan Lake.
For particulars apply to
MRS. GEORGE A.

PALMER,
Monroe, Maine.

tf46

We

WANTED
Second

Bangor

opolitan

SAPMLE

Address......

BELFAST

Bangor Mondays, and Thursdays at
m., Winterport 11.46 a. m. .Bucksport,
p. m.f Belfast 2 p. m for Camden, Rock-

Druggist

tName_

BANGOR LINE

Leave

at your

THE ANTIDOLOR MFG. CO.
99 Mam St., SpriuRville, N. Y.

4w48*

WINIER SCHEDULE

The

~

A true copy of the assessment and of the
order of the Municipal Officers thereon.
Attest:

11 a.
12 30

MARK
\\NV*

——

the

STEAMSHIP

TRADE

J

lots and pa cels of land have been
benefitted by said common sewer, now, therefore. we. the undersigned municipal officers of
The Evans Corner School League gave said
City of Belfast, do determine that the
a very interesting entertainment at the
several lots and parcels of land described in
Ritchie Grange Hall Friday evening, tbe following schedule are benefitted by said
Uec. 9th, consisting of a fine program, common sewer to the amount set opposite
.ollowed by a box social, grab bag, dan- j each lot or parcel 01 land, and do hereby esti; mate and assess upon auch lots and parcels of
cing, etc. About iOO were present and
land, and against the owner thereof, or the
Had a most eujoyable time.
j person in possession, or against whom the
taxes are assessed, the sum set opposite his
name in the following schedule, toward deNEVILLE SLOaNE FRENCH..
fraying the expenses of constructing said
I
common sewer, to wit;
I
The Long Beach (Calif.) Daily TeleMAIN STREET-BELMONT AVENUE.
gram of Dec. -5th has the following ap- Charles A. Brown est...£42 50
j
preciative notice of the late Neville S. W. O. Folsom Estate. 60 00 j
W. H. Snow Heirs. 60 00
the
of
Rev.
grandson
Nelson J.
French,
60 00
Fred E. Ellis.
Rich of Brooks and Kate Prescott Rich A. G. Jewett heirs. 42 50
of Montville, who went to California Fred L. Howard... 85 00
Fred L. Howard.
42 50
with his mother about two yeais ago for Fred W. Bailey. 42 50
Dexter
21
15
T. Clements...
his health:

say young

)

Pains in Stomach or
Bowels, Sore Throat.
Prepared by.the Nobway Medicine Co., Norway. Jle.
YOUR money refunded,
when wwUtrtctlvaiidlrecied on
lUe iustde wrapper.yoS
Try a bottle. Sold by ail dealer*.

of the Main Street-Belmont Avenue

Mrs. Lillian Moore of Belfast,

ueiaus

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Colic, Cholera Morbus,

construction, and four hundred eighty one
dollars and eighty-seven cents in the case of
the High Street construction and whereas

native of Boston.

I

Coughs, Colds, Croup,

Commencing at the end of the sewer opposite
the land of Jesse E. Staples, thence continuing along said High Street Northwesterly to a
point opposite the land of Altana E. Dutch.
Said sewer being according to the system of
Parka & Wheeler and accepted by said City,
and further shown by s etch of H. P. Farrow,
Civil Engineer in charge of the construction
of said sewer, Baid sketch being filed herewith.
And whereas the expense of constructing and
completing said common sewer amount to nine
hundred forty six dollars and twelve cents in
the

—no

CHILDREN

SECTION ON MAIN STREET AND
BELMONT AVENUE,
uommencing at the end of the existing sewer
on Main Btreet. opposite the property of Dexter A Clements, thence southw* sterly along
said Main Street and Belmont Avenue to a
point opposite the land of estate of Charles A,
Brown to a man hole.
SECTION ON HIGH STREET,

Miss Lida Webber was a week-end
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Clark.

“bite5’-more flavor
smokes
“can”-less bulk

Like to Take it for

The City of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, has
constructed and completed a common sewer
in said City, the location of which is as follows, to wit:

in Lewiston a

—no

—no waste-more

Mrs. Ella Grinnell, who has been teaching the primary school here, has been assigned a school in Washington, near bei
home. Miss Clara Edwards, who graduated from the Belfast High last June has
taken her place.

WHEREAS,

Miss Vira Bennett is the guest of Miss
Ella G. Littlefield.

his arm.

large quanity of apples has been canned.
Mrs. Barzy Harriman who has been
passing a week in Massachusetts with her sister, Mrs. Chester Duncklee, has returned
home. She was accom anied by her sister, Mrs, Charles Abbott of Palermo, who
is ir poor health.

Sewer Construe! ion

"tT. R. Stevens of Jackson was in town
Dec. 11th.

garage for

The work at the corn factory has closed*
1 his has been a long and
busy season as a

held at the vVaA surprise party
quoit,the home of Mrs L. C. Ross, Saturday evening, Dec. JO. A delicious picnic
lunch was served and coffee made by the
hostess. The affair was a complete sur- 1|
prise. There were 23 present, Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Hills, Mr. and Mra. Frank Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Southard, Madam
HIGH STREET.
“Telegrams announcing the death of
Southard, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dean i Neville Sloaue French, December 1st, at Gertrude P, Bunker.$46 00
Walter
46 00
Clements.
A,
and daughter Naomi, Donald Dodge and Cincinnati, where he went, accompanied
Harriet A Bray. 56 00
■on Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Lead- by his mother, to be operated on for in- Altana E. Dutch.; 46 00
testinal trouble, have been received by a McLellan School. 46 00
better, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hills, Mr
cousin, Mrs. M. L. Gowan of 754 Olive
Dated at Belfast, this twelfth day of Deand Mrs. Charles Mahoney, Jr., Paul avenue. The young man and his mother
cember, A. D. 1921.
their
home
with
Mrs.
made
Gowan
D.
and
durMr.
Mrs.
M.
Mendall,
Mahoney,
C. W. WESCOTT,
the greater part of the past two
R. L. COOPER.
Sidney Mendall, Fred A. Condon, A, P. ing
Other relatives are Mrs. L. B.
years.
V. A. SIMMONS,
Benner.
J B DARLING,
Tozier, daughter of Mrs, Gowan, and Mr.
James Harrington of Santa Paula. The
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.
deceased was aged 23 years and was a
PKIPtT.
was

America should follow the English
n founding an “Institute of Pestolosuch as has just closed its inaugural

(Tablets or Granules)

a

Mrs. Bert Bradstreet of
Palermo, recently spent a few days in town with her
daughter, Mrs. Walter Young.

ILSION

S *2? INDIGESTION

uestion, “Resolved, That the results building.
be more satisfactory if Maine
Edwin Greeley of Morrill loaded a car
of Christmas trees at this station last
NORTHPORT
rs would put the same amount of
week.
on half the land that is generally
Mr. Giles Abbott of Belfast, the real
Roy Brown has been Quite sick with
The discussion w .a opened in
estate agent, was in town on business
lirmative by C. C. Clements and in the grip.
Monday.
Robert Condon has been in Lewiston
yative by A. C. Edmonds, followed
Mrs. Maria Rounley of Canada
i»
H. McKinley, W. F. bvans, D. M. as a delegate for the Y. M C A.
spending the week at the home of Mrall, F. P. Webb, F. M. Nickerson
and Mrs. H. C. Marden.
Mrs. Gertrude Condon is visiting her
iners.
The opinions expressed were
L. M. Bryant has returned home from
Mrs. Henry Hills and Mrs. C. O.
sisters,
equally divided on the m rits of
the Tapley Hospital, where he underDickey.
went
a serious operation.
vo methods.
There will be a Christmas tree and
■•citation by Jennie Webb concluded
McKeen’s Orchestia has been engaged
ercises arid the visitors expressed Christmas concert at. the chapel Decem- to play at Littlefield’s Pavilion for next
season which opens May 2nd.
appreciation of the hospitality of ber 24th, with recitations by the young
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson are
ern Light Grange in the customary
people.
spending the winter with their daughter,
meeting was duly closed and the
8t hat the Methodist chapel was well
again sang.
patronized. Over $48 was nettea as a
next meeting will be held with
result of the evening's work.
ng Light Grange, Monroe, Jan. 11.

on

Ju|

RPMOIDS

building

Sam Bagley has g ne to
Fairfield, where
he will remain for a while for treatment

g--ALSO MAKERS OF-

WALDO STATION.

was

True McCurdy is

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

a

few days in

a

Mr. J. J. Walker.

taken regularly, usually
spells renewed strength
and vigor.

Wiison Bachel ler, formerly of
this
town and now with his brother, Norman,
members of the A. E. F. at Coblenz, Germany, had the good fortune to be chosen
as one of Gen. Pershing’s escorts in the
exercises in honor ot the unknown soldier
at Paris and London and writes friends
here very enthusiastically of his experiences.
Both young men expect to return
to the U. S. this month, having spent
nearly three years with the replacement
troops in France and Germany.

C. A. Levansellar
few days recently,

Miss Doris Brown spent

a

ing-up
prostrating

who has been ill

Augusta recently.

Renews Strength!

Patterson

Fairfield, Me.,

Sprague,

is better.

monthly meeting of North Waldo
Mrs. Lilia Pearson entertained a dinner remain until spring.
His Heart Wasn’t
Fom na was held with Northern Light party of 10 at her home a few days
Mr.
and
Mrs.
are
re
Lewis
Lanphier
ago.
“My heart is with the ocean!” cried
nr.inge, Winterport, Wednesday, Dec. 7.
Mrs. George Dow recently spent the ceiving congratulations on the birth of a the poet rapturously.
W'.rt&y Master F. F. Webb presided and
December 7th,
daughter
You’ve
gone me one better,” said his
week-end with her sister, Mrs. Ralph
meeting was opened with the usual
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones has re- sea-sick friend, as he took a firmer grip
in South Freedom.
onies. There were several vacant Ovrerlock,
r
turned from several days’ visit with on the rail.
and temporary appointments were
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Woods and James relatives and friends in Boston and vicinrill'
ity.
blows: Overseer, C, C. Clements! Woodbury, master of
c
•'

Steward, Byron Lfirby; Secretary, attended the State Grange at Portland.
Ab11e S. Jewett; Ceres, Maude Dow;
Honesty Grange held an enjoyable
Minnie Thayer, and Lady Steward,
meeting Dec. 7th. The following officers
Libby.
were unanimously elected:
M., James
e
regular rontine of business was
Woodbury; O., Leo Jackson; L, Bertie
i'd and several communications were
Mears; S., Delbert Paul; A. S., Frank
Worthy Master Webb appointed Brown; Char
Hattie Paul; Bec’y, Ruth
blowing progiam committee: Clara Dow; treas., James
Harding; G. K.,
> ork, Abbie S.
Jewett, Velzora -l. Vaughn Hatch;
lady officers, Minnie
rson, Alberta Nickerson and ErHatch, Ehnrna Woodbury, Ada Jackson;

where the honey is!

preaent and a very interesting meetwas held and a nice treat
enjoyed.

cook.
“Dey looks jist like de flowahs on
mah sistah’s new hat.
Ain’t it wonderful how nat’rally de Lord can make

Ira Bowden and elder son, Ray, have
where they will
gone to Palatka, Fla

MUKKILL.

ing

old-fashioned, but
they don’t know

A. T. Nickerson;
gatekeeper, T. D. Curtis; Ceres, Doris M. Thayer; Pomona,
her
said
“Look, Hannah,”
mistress, Hazel G. Moore; Flora, Margaret B,
“aren’t those flowers beautiful?"
L. A. S., Celia M. Nickeraon.
“Deed an’ dey aie, ma’am, replied the Nickerson;

days recently.

North Waldo Pomona

and family have

where he has bought
Mr. Archibald MacLeod has

son:

Some folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco

A Good Imitator

cently.
Mrs. H. C.

Conner

Belmont,

"Listen,

are as follows: Master, Dona
farm.
ald S. Thayer; overseer, Elmer H.
Moore;
caller in taken
his position at the Mahoney ranch
lecturer, Hattie F. M. Phillips; steward,
and moved there from Massachusetts Oscar
Webster; assistant steward, Linbusiness with his wife and three daughters, Eleawood Thayer; chaplain, Jennie
Webb;
nor, Edna and Margaret.
treasurer, Louise Cunningham; secretary,
of

relatives

guests

F.

were

BROOKS
Watervilie, Dec.

SWANVILLE.

Hand

Kitchen

Range

Buy Raw Furs

at top market prices. Bring your collec- I
tion in, Trade face to face and get your 1
■
money on the spot.

RENDERING CO.,
13*45
Portland, Maine.

PORTLAND

I

Belfast, Maine.

I
I
I

FOR RENT
Automobile Storage

State price firat letter.

Box

185,

Tenements

Belfast, Maine

Trucking

1 am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving ■
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross streets, and
they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast

Wanted

Furnished Rent
For family of two,

no

children. Apply to

P. 0. Box 2, Belfast, Maine.

BANKS1 GARAGE

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tt

Thomas H. Marshall Circle w
licnic lunch next Tuesday
when all members are urged to

Aches and Pains

Of Rheumatism

Aurora Rebekah l

There are weather conditions
worse.
make rheumatism
that
They are not the same in the eases
of all persons. Some rheumatics
suffer more in dry. warm weather
than in moist, cold weather, but
all suffer more or less all the
time.
The cause of rheumatism is an
excess of uric amd in the blood,
affecting the intis-las and joints,
lienee
causing aches and pains.
the. blood must have attention for
permanent results in the treatment of this disease.
Hood's Sarsaparilla has given
entire satisfaction in thousands
of cases. Ho not fail to try it.
Practical Christmas Gifts at H. H.
Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St.,
Belfast, Maine.

The News of

Colonial # Theatre

rared.

Sometimes They Are Unbearable,

Bel^st.

odge,

I. O.

O.

F.,

SPECIAL

picnic supper at 6.30 p. m
Tuesday, Dec. 27th, to be followed by
the regular meeting.
will have

a

Walter J. Clifford, the

popular

Saturday happy with

a

^Holiday Programs**-

mana-

ger of the Colonial Theatre, plans to
make the children who attend movies on
Christmas tree.

Business has been rushing at the post
office the entire- week and promises to

^ii^Turkey Night
“Someone carries home

continue judging from remarks heard occasionally in the office corridor. 27 sacks

ana

arrived Wednesday morning.
The Maine State Sunday sc h ool asso
ciation will be held in Augusta, January
11th, when representatives from Waldo

Nice

a

Turkey

ail the Fixins”

PARAMOUNT FEATURE

“TWO WISE WIVES”

county will be present.
Mrs. Addie Dickey Mathews of Miller
is improving from the painful
effects of blood poisoning in her right

Saturday

street

occasioned by a small cut. She
had an infected finger on her left hand

hand,

Kiddies Matinee

Santa will have

Tree for them

a

on

the stage.

SPECIAL PROGRAM

Only 9 more days to run on your 1921 caused by the prick of a needle
number plates. You must have your 1922
The many friends of Mrs. Essie P.
plates January 1st in order to come to the Carle, the former proprietor of the Ranhighway.
dall store, and Miss Julia E. Brown, a
some one who attends the Colonial on very popular clerk, will be pleased to
Friday evening, Dec. 23, w(ill take home a learn that they are assisting Mr. Wm. M.
nice turkey and all the Jxins for their Randall during the Christmas rush.

“OLIVER

JR.”

TWIST,

AL. ST. JOHN COMEDY.

MONDAY

Christmas dinner.

We are glad to correct the error in our
County Attorney Ralph I. Morse and item last week in calling W. R. Gilkey
H. C. Buzzell, Esq., were in Augusta & Son lessees of the Phoenix House
Tuesday for the arguing of the case of property as they are owners of it and
State

vs

Homer B. Carter.

Russell of

have leased to R. N
an

experienced hotel

of Massachusetts.

original prolog to the feature The Old
Oaken Bucket, in'roducing local talent.

The sealed bids for the sale of the residence of the late Thomas W. Pitcher on

an

Remember the Kiddies Christmas Matinee, Saturday, Dec. 24ch, at the Colonial.
Santa has promised Ding that he will be
hand and hand out something for each
one of the boys and girls.
on

Watch for the announcement of the
Colonial

Theatre

next

week for

New

Years Eve.
Something new for Belfast
audiences. Everybody will want to be
.here, cause there is something doing all
the time.
The executive committee of the Universalist church ask the members of the
parish who have not paid their subscription in full this year to kindly do so if
onvenient by Jan. 1st, which will be

‘Pay-up Sunday.”
Miss Rachel

Anderson, *vho

has been

occupying the Thomas W. Pitcher house
the past few months, has taKen rooms
for the winter with Mrs. Charles H. Walden, but in the spring will move to her
residence

on

Congress street.

The Dorcas Guild gives notice that the
Christmas concert and tree will take
p lace at the Methodist church Saturday
pi ght from 7 to 9 o’clock. Santa Claus
urges all children of the Sunday school
be

to

present.

Refreshments

will

be

served.

The Universalist League will meet with
Mrs. Louise Shales Thursday afternoon
3t 2.30. A large attendanre is desired.
The League announces the amount of the
net proceeds of their Christmas bazaar as
$271.09, as the most gratifying results of
their work together in harmony and en-

Franklin street

were

man

opened Thursday by

the appraisers of the estate, and the
place was sold to the highest bidder,

close with

a

Christmas tree for the chilChurch Sunday

school.
Miss L utner Hatch of Islesboro spent
Tuesday and Wednesday in Belfast, and
was as near Santa Claus as it is possible
for a young lady to be. She had a lengthy
memorandum but more facts-

Herbert S.

Mrs.

Morey,

Mrs.

on

her mind

you.

Foil lined and sealed at the garden

....

qaOOC

Gloves
Neckwear
Handkerchiefs

CHURCH, LODGE AND CLUB ORDERS SOLICITED.-

Direct

Importing
Co.,
MAINE.
Sugar

with

a

and Milk.

Frank Durham Hazeltine Post moved
Tuesday from their room in the Marshall

Felt

Church street to the rooms in

Hayford block, formerly occupied by Dr.
Elmer Small,
t he members are delighted with their new quarters and have
many plans to make the rooms pleasant
and attractive. The former waiting room
will have their new pool table, the gift of

shape of book cases, tables, draperies,
etc., and all interested in the Post, and
that should mean everybody, can find
opportunity to assist-in making these
new quarters pleasant,

Bridges, president; Alma Ryder, vice president; BerWaldo County General Hospital.
telle Wade, secretary; Nina Cook, treas- The
surgical service is unusually heavy,
urer
Dainty refreshments were served, with all the beds full in the wards and an
piano solos enjoyed, making a very pleas- extra bed in the female ward....Mrs. Geo.
The object is to work
ant afternoon.
Harvey of Belfast and Mr.Robert Sprague
and raise funds for the Soldiers’ monu- of
Waldo, surgical patients, have been
New memhers are taken in at discharged this week, with Miss Alice
me nt.
every meeting and an entertainment will Carr of Seirsmont nearly ready to return
be given later. The next meeting will be home....Miss Gladys Grots is convalesc
vi th Mrs, Otis Ryder.
ing nicely after an operation for appendiGrindle of Searsport is doing
James Delle, a young Frenchman of 23 citis....Dana
an operation for hernia....Mrs.
well
after
be
a
claims
to
of
resident
years, who
Lizzie Duncan of Lincolnville is in the
Providence, R. I., is in the Waldo county
hospital for an operation....Mr. Robert F.
the
of
the
S.
await
action
J.
to
C.
jail
Dyer of Searsport is convalescing from
Grand Jury in January. Fie was found
pneumonia ....Mrs. Ruhamah G.oss of
guilty Monday by Judge Clyde R. ChapSearsport and her little four-year-old son
man of the Municipal Court for breaking
are both very ill of pneumonia.
Kneeland
and entering the residence of Charles A.
At least two hundred little children will
Thompson of Northport. Saturday evening Mr. Thompson was calling on a neigh- have happy hearts Christmas, as that is
bor, Eugene R. Conner, and oh returning the number Principal Harry A. Foster
home he found some one had entered the and his Sunday school class at the Baphouse. He^at once missed his fur coat, tist church have up-to-date found to prorubber boots, and other articles. Sheriff vide for at their Christmas tree next SatFrank A. Littlefield was notified and with urday evening. It is hoped every child
not connected with any Sunday school
his son, Deputy C. M. Littlefield, went at
in the city will be present and this will
once to the Thompson residence on the give opportunity to familiea who have no
State road in Northport.
Mr.jThompBon children to buy clothing and toys or to
had tracked the thief coming it the direc- assist, as several gifta for each child
would only add to their delight. Partly
tion of Belfast and the officerii soon after
worn clothing and toys used in other
located him near the mile tree'on North- days will also be gratefully accepted by
port avenue. He admitted hifi guilt and the committee and may be left at the
said he had only two cents when arrested, Baptist church Friday afternoon. The
just three quarters of an hour after the entertainment by the Baptist children
officers were notified. He had evidently will take place in the auditorium before
sacked his suit case in a hurry as he had the presents will be distributed from the
four rings, an Elgin watch, |wo chains two big gaily decorated trees. An apand chaims, a taps measure, puzzle, field propriate play the Festival of the Year
glasses, nose glasses, a full set of false will be featured with Helen Foster as
teeth, brush and comb, a packiof playing queen, Carleton Robbins as page and
cards, a ring of keys, seven pair of black Harriet White as attendant. There will
cotton hose, a gray shirt, 15 cigars and be eight children representing holidays.
other small articles. The gun he had There will be Mary and Joseph, three
taken from Mr. Thompson he said he shepherds and three wise men. Each
threw away. Mr. Thompson was at the holiday presents claims, but Christmas is
jail Monday and identified only about half the favorite. George H. Robertson has
of the articles, and it is thought he enter- charge of the candy bags and pop corn
and enough will be provided for all.
ed a cottage after leaving Thompson’s.

gift suggestions.
Bathrobes

Mufflers
Hats & Caps
Umbrellas

Pajamas
Sweaters
Neckwear

Ralph D. Southworth Company

paid capital of six thousand dol-

on

Hosiery

You can’t make a mistake here; we handle only
the best of everything,
sell at the lowest prices,
and guarantee satisfaction or money back.
Get out your pencil and
check over this list of

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats

lars.

house

Dress Shirts
Flannel Shirts

Wearplus

BELFAST,

Mail Orders of $1.00 or Over Prepaid Except on

ture that is up to the minute in corporate affairs. The concern begins business

.4 „oarty of twelve ladies met Dec. 7th
at the home of Mrs. Su mner Bridges and
or ganized a club, called the Waldo Avenue
Lend-a-HanO Club.
The officers
Mrs. Dora

surpilse

SPECIAL—An individual lb. wooden box of ORANGES
PEKOE TEA.

tional chartered rights, such as dealers
in horses, cattle, carriages, automobiles,
farm and dairy products. To own and
operate a line of omnibusses is also

office every convenience for a kitchen.
The boys need many little things in the

were

We have all the old fashioned kinds of Xmas hard candies in Ye Old Fash-

SAVE YOU HALF.

home at Dark Harbor and
is i nterested in the children.

sleeted

|b.

XMAS FAVORITE,
Last Year 43c.

The Hard Candy that puts the Joy in Xmas.

coln West is president and manager, has
commenced business. This corporation

has

summer

/-N| |X Dnr^l/
■
nV^V^rV

BOX CANDIES—Fancy Assorted Chocolates in all sizes from the 1-4 lb.
for that Xmas stocking to 5 lbs. in Holly and plain patterns. WE CAN

consultingroom has possibilities of a convenient reading room and the private

a

kind of presents for the
men folks; not just to sell
you something. Whether
you buy here or not, we’ll
be glad to have you come
and talk over your gift
problems with us.

THAT OLD-TIME

The recently incorporated West Company of Belfast of which Dr. Wm. Lin-

for every school child, including those of
the High school, in Islesboro. Miss Forbes

was

An assortment of the Old-time Hard Candles
Last Year 47c.

ioned flavors made of pure sugar and at prices that will

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, and the alcove off of
it will later be arranged for their piano,
the gift of Mrs. B. P. Hazeltine. The

she

here to help
WE’RE
you select the right

and flavors made of puie sugar,

Mrs. William F. Stevens, Mrs. J.
G. Aborn, Mrs. William A. Coombs.

has assumed the activities of the former
West Realty Co. and has numerous addi-

A Gift Service That Women Like

Jenny Lind Mixture24eib.

Fred M.

Dutch,

Copyright 1921 Hart Sehaffner 6c Marx

HERE

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

C. Sauer; treasurer, Mrs. Fred L. Howard;
work committee, Mrs. J. Henry Morris,

commissioned by Miss Dorothy
Forbes of Boston to buy a Christmas gift

as

BUYYOUR

XMASCANDY

ecutive committee, Mrs. Walter J. Clifford, Mrs. George D. Mahoney, Mrs. Wil1 am A. Coombs; secretary, Mrs. George

corporation organized in Waldo county
having shares without par value, a fea-

dren of the Federated

THE

served by Mrs. William Holt and
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades. The reports of

Remember the Christmas sale by the
.adies of the North Church in Memorial
Halt this, Thursday, afternoon, when you

the children at 2 o’clock emitled Sing a
ng of Sleepyheads, The program will

in “All Aboard”

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

were

thusiasm.

So

Lloyd

in the vestry last Wednesday afternoon
with a good attendance. Refreshments

The West Comamong its purposes.
pany has the distinction of being the first

can find cooked food, aprons, and a large
line of useful and fancy articles suitable
for holiday gifts. There will be a play by

Harold

The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Sewing Circle of the Baptist church was held

The following officers were elected: Ex-

Prologue.

^^»

owner, Elon B. Gilchrest, but sold it last
fall to Clarence E. Paul and bought the
Wilmer J. Dorman house on Cedar street.

the officers were most encouraging showa
la;ge amount of work well done.

Musical

Original

Introducing

Benj, F. Mudgett, of this city. Mr. Mudgett will occupy it. Within the past
few years he bought what was known as
the Baker house on Congress street of its

ing

Bucket”

“The Old Oaken

Islesboro,

and formerly

At the Christmas Day program at the
Colonial Manager Clifford will introduce

Program

Christmas

The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Slippers

12 Main Street

Tel. 67-2

Belfast, Mai

Of Extra Fine Quality
Colors: Gray, Blue,

Purple, Lavender

Fowl at Fair Prices

Our Price

60c lb
Turkeys, Fresh killed young birds,
Geese, Native young,.40c “
40c “
Ducks, Best in the market,
Chickens, all weights,.35c “
.

$1.25
Slippers will stand
slippers at a higher price.

These Felt
with

Webber’s Boot
Tel. 305-3

comparison

taxee
1981.

on

land

Shop

.

Young [Fowl, Tender Yearlings,

.

30c

“

.

.

22c

“

.

vt

ar

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Palermo,
for the year 1921, committed to me for collection for said town, on the tenth day of June 1921,
remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real eBtate taxed as iB sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at Branch Mills Grange Hall Town'
office in said town, (the same being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting
of said town was held) on the first Monday of February, 1922, at nine o’clock a. m.
WM H. BLAKE. W. W. Pullen farm. Bounded on N. by land of Mayo Nickerson and'L L.
Bradbury, E. by land of E. C, Bailey, S. by land of A. H. Abbott and E. C, Bailey. W bv
land of J. N. Quigg. Value $200. Tax, $9 00,
CODY and BURNS. Land bounded on N. by land of A. W. Worthing, E. by C, A. Newbail S.
by A. J Lang, W. by China Town line. Value $350, Land bounded on N. by land of a', j!
Lang, E. by |land fof Matha Turner, S. by Lawrence Crummett, W. by China town line'
Value $250 and $600. tax $27.00.
ELPIN, ABBOTT & McGARRAHAN, Standing lumber on M. T. Hisler lot. Value $400 tsx>

$18.00.

P. R. PORTER, Part of Alden lot so called. Bounded an N. by land of E. C. Bowler and Leroy Rust, E. by Sheepacot river, s. by Somerville town line, W. by town road. Acres, 16value $75; tax, $8.87. Land bounded on N. by land of C. F. Downer, E, by land of J. D
Turner, S. by land of P. R. Porter,.W. by China town line. Acres 40, value $100, tax. $4 SO
W. A. NELSON,
Collector of Taxee for the Town of Palermo.
December
Palermo. Maine.
19,1921,—3w51

Owner of Lost

FOUNTIAN

Loins, all sizes,

Celery, Cranberries, Grapes, Oranges, Grape
Fruit, Nuts, Ribbon Candy, Etc., at

BELFAST, MAINE

Bituated in the Town of Palermo, in the County of Waldo, for the

For Sale

.

Native Pork

Collectors’s Notice of Sale.
Unpaid

.

PEN

WOOD’S SANITARY MARKET
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at \
Belfast, on the 13th day of December, 1921.
John'P. Sanford, administrator of the eBtate of
Earl George Stevens, late of Liberty, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published at Belfast, in said county, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probats Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
10th day of January next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

1922 Auto License and

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

must be sworn to.

MAURICE W. LORD

THANK

YOU

If you could realize how much we wish to convey to you in those tw
How we appreciate the spirit of friendship and generoi;
-patronage that you have given us during the past year. How we
want you to know that you have placed us under a debt of obligation
to you that can only be repaid by our rendering to you a SERVIC'I
words.

that is whole-souled and whole-hearted, a Service that serves your
interests to the best of our ability.
This we shall strive to do.

May Christmas Day be to you a day full of the Joy and Pea.-e
and Happiness that you so richly merit
Simply, yet most sincerely, we THANK YOU.

Waldo Trust

Company

The ten-room house with bath on Cedar
Justice of the Peace,
Notary Public.
BELFAST
sheet, known as the Dorman residence. can have same by calling at Journal office and paying for this advt.
tf45
Maine
Iw51
Belfast,
Block,
Hayfjrd
the
rein
beat
of
and
located
Pleasantly
BROOKS
CASTINE
UNITY
pair. New hot water heater of the best
CARD OF THANKS
make. Double garage,hen house and about
We wish to thank the friends and
three acres of land. Thelot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Sal- neighbors for the recent assistance and A middle aged woman in small farm
Arthur I. Brown l.-aves Friday !
Raymond B. Dyer was operated on
mond street, with a fine view of the Bay. kindness, also for the beautiful floral home two miles from town. Would like
offerings.
good cook and kindness to children of 4 Monday for appendicitis at the Tapley few days’ visit with hia son, Arthii*
B. L MUDGETT,
H. G. Tibbetts,
Apply to
and T years. For particulars apply to
*
Brown, and family.
hospital.
H. G. TIBBETTS.
h. w. west.
tf61
filtf
Pellrtt, Maine.

WANTED

Aubrey Collamer of Lincolnviile baa'
been engaged aa caretaker at the Waldo
County Hoapital to aucceed Charlea S*
Bruce, deceaaed.

ffi Hi Belli is Suit

Just to get a chance to tell our friends, as well as
others
that we think we havje in stock the finest line of
Men’s
Wearing Apparel arjd Furnishings that we have ever
in
our
shown
store—and that is going some!

Overcoats trom
“
Suits
“
Hats
Suit Cases
Shirts

Robinson of Belfast.

18.50 to 40.00
2.50 to
6.00
1.00 to
2.50
1.50 to
8.50
1.15 to
6.50

“
“

_

at

are

residing

in Oxford.

ADVERTISEMENT^

room

going fast

children of the Peirce school have

collectors of the city of Belof ijwanville, Stockton Spr.,
nont and Palermo advertise unpaid
of non-resident owners.

and Mrs. Frank Meservie of Troy
ah a card of thanks.

Bessie E. and Chester E. Bruce
card of thanks,
urice W. Lord gives notice in regard
to license and registration applica-

's.

ih

✓

forenoon to conduct the hearings of the
case of Benjamin Knowlton of Monroe

DOLLAR
Did You Get

tion.

a

Death resulted after

the remarks of Bernard Shaw, there are still a lot of Sensible people left in the world—
in
this
especially
vicinity. They have certainly showed their good sense in buying these Comfort Slippers for
Men and Women at One Dollar a pair.
We knew we were giving an unusual value, but our sales to date
on these slippers are far beyond our expectations.
Made of 26 oz. Army Felt, in two colors—Olive Drab
and Oxford Gray—soft padded soles, for Men and Women, ONE DOLLAR a pair.

a

very

son

serious

gical operation from which she

sur-

never

Pair of Those DOLLAR SLIPPERS?

a

Notwithstanding

and
The Christmas dance in the Armory
Saturday
rom
Marlboro, Mass., where they had Monday evening, December 26th, will be
>een the past week on
account of the ill- one of the most brilliant social events of
It is under the capable mantess and death of Mrs. Stevens’
season.
mother, the
Vlrs. Amelia Allen
The deceased had agement of Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, an
its success. Cobby O’Brien’s
>een a frequent visitor in
Belfast, where assurance of
die was well and very
favorably known orchestra of Bangor will furnish music

tax

for the dance from 8.15 to 12 p. m. There
an
exhibition at 7 o’clock. No

will be

Those Women’s Moccasin House Slippers

She was the widow of the late admission will be charged for children
Fred Allen of Marlboro and in recent under 12 years, if accompanied by their
nt's Market offers turkeys, geese,
parents. The exhibition program: Folk
s and other things for the Christmas \ rears had made her home with her two
oner.
laughters, Mrs. Howard Symonds of Dance; Fleur and Fleurette, dance arranged by Mrs. Pattee, Isabel Coombs,
rect Importing Co. advertises can- that city and Mrs. Stevens.
Doris Collins; Scotch dance, arranged by
and other goodies for Christmas.
President Harding sends the following
1
Mrs. Pattee, Julia Chalmers; Pierrette
G. Tibbetts and B. W. West publish !
indorsement of the good work done by
"d of thanks.
and Pierrot, arranged by Mrs. Pattee,
adv. of fountain pen found,
farm

ancello Connor adertises

•allied.

for

LMnsmore store advertises some
sensible gifts at sensible prices.
utral Maine Power Co. offe.s home
-tment.

e

third in the series of

ing Club will be held Thursday

J

even-

vith music by McKeen’s orchestra,
ter

up!

the Health seals and bonds:
“My dear Mr. Hatfield: 1 am glad to
note the splendid success of the campaign
against tuberculosis, as shown bv the decline of the death rate in 1920 to the remarkably low level ol lit per 100,000
The enormous saving of life reflected by
these figures clearly indicates the success
of the work of the National Tuberculosis
Association and its affiliated organiza!
tions. As honorary vice president of the
j association, I will be glad to have you
convey to all who'ere interested in the
prevention of tuberculosis my earnest
j hope that the coming 14th annual Christj mas seal sale may be completely successay
: ful, in order that your splendid work
be further developed. 1 trust that there
may be a generous response to your appeal. Very sincerely, Warren J. Hard-

j

the Belfast

j

We are having the shortest

of the year this week. Thus far
mber has given all we could ask for
.oderate temperature,

!

ONE

Evelyn Towle; Folx
Dance; Bunny dance, arranged by Sonia
Serova; de criplion: The Bunnies come
out for an airing; investigating; Bunnies
Alice Brown and

_

alarmed; Bunnies are satisfied with
their morning walk. Petite Polka, Ve-

aie

ronese

Vestolf,

Grelehen

Fletcher;

Say It With Holeproof

The

Hussar, Hungarian Military solo, Veronnee Vestoff, Elena Shute; Valse de Balet, arranged by Mme. Odiorne, Frances
Clarke;Finale,the pupils, aids; Helen Payson, Alwilda
John Fletcher.

Drury,

Robert

gift list doesn’t include a box of the famous Holeproof Hosiery
—somebody is going to be disappointed. For Men. Women, Children.
If your

Johnson,

Women’s Pure Silk $1.65

Accompanist, Mrs. Mel-

vin O. Dickey.

ing.”

An

Women’s Fiber Silk $1.10

School

Box of 6

■

drown.

Men

s

Men

s

a.

pairs $4

Box of 6

a

pair

pairs $6.00

Women’s Cotton 75c

Holeproof Silk

pair

25

7ac.

b>x 6 pairs

Cotton 35c.

box6

$4.25

pairs $2.00

DO IT NOW!
DO
IT

DO
IT
NOW

Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow may never come.
DO IT NOW. Only Three more Xmas Shopping
Days. What to give “this one,” how to remember
“that one,” can be easily answered by giving The

NOW

Dinsmore Store’s Sensible Gifts at Sensible Prices.
But DO IT NOW.

ket ball team.

Motion overruled.”

pair

a

Box of 3 pairs $4.75

■

^

NINETY=FIVE

Sold a lot of these practical House Slippers at One Ninety-Five.
No wonder—for these same slippers sold for a Dollar more last Xmas.
Made of soft, yielding Elk Skins, with hand embroidered beaded
vamps. Other Moccasin Slippers up to $4.95

interesting session of the High
Student Council was held just
before the close of school last Friday
A rescript has been received from the
with Pres. Kermit Nickerson presiding.
nly appreciated by the nearby resi- ; Law Court in session at Augusta on the
Reports of the recent Y. M. C. A. conbut by all who have occasion to case heard last Thursday of L,. L, Rogers
vention in Lewiston was given, Edward
el in that vicinity.
vs. Henry Brown, et als.
The motion of
Mariin speaking of the trip to Lewiston,
was
redefendant
overruled.
The
the
■n P. Wood, proprietor of the Wood
Marion Rhoades of the visit to Bates Colj
Let on Main street, has bought of script:
lege, David Moody, the first forenoon of
“This case comes up on motion by deBerry of Morrill the residence on
the sessions, Paul Davis, the first afterfendant to set aside the verdict. No exer High street now occupied by the
ceptions were taken and the presump- noon, Thomas Wadsworth, the hospitaliiy of the late Albert L. Thayer, and tions is that every issue raised in the
ty of their hosts, Wesley Patterson, the
take possession in the spring. This course of the trial was properly submitbanquet, Harold Kelley, the place where
ted
to
the
The
jury.
case, accordingly,
of the best located houses in that
they visited, William Cook, the trip
a
presents
pure question of fact upon
mty.
which the jury have passed. The only home, Robert Condon, the visit in Wate
Traveler’s Club will meet next question, therefore, is whether there was erville,
Kermit
Nickerson, Saturday
--day afternoon with Mrs. C. M. any adequate evidence upon which they night and Sunday.
Miss Agnes Blanchwere authorized to base their verdict.
A
when the following program will
careful consideration of the evidence dis- ard answered the question put by a leadven: The Acquisition of the Panama
closes ample evidence for the verdict, if ing New York daily, “Is there a Santa
Zone, Miss Grace Hall; The Coun- they believed it, and creditability is ai
Claus?
The reports of the secretary and
and its Resources, Margaret Hazel- ways a question for the jury. We are treasurer were submitted and Orland Orunable to discover any legal ground upon
The Building of the Canal, Mrs. F.
chard reported the standing of the baswhich the verdict can be disturbed.
street light has been installed
the residences of Leroy A. and
Webber on Bay View street. It is

new

.een

Slippers

Khaki B rown

Major Arthur L. Thayer of Bangor,
chairman of the Maine Industrial Accident Commission, was in Belfast Friday

will have

Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens, baby
tlrs. Florence B. Gray returned

the form has

Only

Co|ors\^^
Oxford Graij

them and going back twice for more. The
sale of the stamps have been successful

!

house for

tewns
■.

the latest dawn.

■

-ale.

:

as

Deen

very successful in the sale of the Red
Cross stamps, having sold all allotted to

K of the Third Maine Infar- vs. the Consumer’s Fuel Co. of Belfast
a
New Year’s ball in the and the Maryland Casualty Company, inVrmory Saturday evening, Dec. 31st. surers, on a petition for an award of
vith music bv McKeen’s full
also the case of Archie
orchestra. compensation;
Hie proceeds of the ball will
Eager vs. Cyr Brothers and the Travelgo to the
insurers; petition for
company fund. The functions by Bel- I ers'Insurance Co
j ast’s own are
Buzzell & Thornalways pleasant and the review of agreement.
ton appeared.for the plaintiffs and Rhodes
iniforms ot the men add to their
I
impress
of Portland for the defendant. Chairman
iveness. Keep the date, Dec.
31st, in
Thayer has the cases under consideramind.

Roy Gurney advertises fur coat

rs.

young

Company

1 ry

ildo Trust Co. expresses thanks for
nage and advertises Christmas Club
Colonial Theatre advertises holiprograms.
1 D. Jones advertises holiday goods
s store.
•e adv. of fur gloves lost.

Mudgett offers 10

as

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, is
the first grange in the county to report
the purchase of a Red Cross bond. The

The Journal is indebted to F.
M. Bai1:y, manufacturer of the Seth
Bullock
agars, for a very useful calendar for
922.

ebber’s Boot Shop adiertises Daniel
-n Comfy slipper; also felt slippers
; 1 25.

the human race—yet

Men's and Women's Comfort

generally throughout the city.

NEW

as

C. M. Littlefield, last Saturday
night in the act of selling liquor. He
was arraigned Monday forenoon before
Judge Clyde R. Chapman of the Munici- I
pal Court and sentenced to a fine of $100
and costs and 60 days in jail and in default
of payment 60 days additional. He was
committed.

Always Remember

The News ot Belfast

old

as

changed m the eyolution of the ages. Today the tendency is all in the direction of Sensible
Gifts, especially since the era of extravagant spending and high prices of the war-time period.
^at you have appreciated our efforts in selling Sensible Gifts at Sensible Prices is clearly
u
shown by the totals of our Sales Slips during the
past ten days. Never have they been
larger. Than*; you. Now there are_only three more shopping days left, Today, Tomorrow
and Saturday. Look over the following and make out your Sensible list right now.

Deputy

BERT L. DAVIS
The Store You Will

present

t

Miss Robinson is

Thomas Merchant was arrested by
Sheriff Frank A. Littlefield and his son.

Also Ties, Belts, Gloves,
HandKerchiefs,
Combination Boxes, Etc., Etc.
But it is only while they last and they
Don’t wait. Come right in.
Yours truly,

It's

News has been received in this city of
the marriage intentions of Carl H. Muckier of Oxford and Miss Olive M. Robin
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.

$25.00 to $40.00

“

Caps

THE SPIRIT OF GIVING-

In the nominations announced Dec.
Governor Baxter was that of
Carlton Doak as chairman of the Belfast
Board of Registration to succeed William
A. Mason, deceased.
14th by

Everyone Who Speaks
of it says that

we

have the best line of

-^HOLIDAY GOODS*that

we ever

YOURSELF.

had.

COME IN AND CONVINCE
China, Cut Glass, Leather and Brass

Goods, White Ivory, Toys, Dolls, Sleds, Games, Pyrex
Ware, Books, and a thousand other items—and

The New Edison

Columbia
Phonographs and Records
^

“WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND”
We wish you
New Year.

a

Merry Xmas and
Yours truly,

a

very

Happy

FRED D. JONES

A recent issue of

an Elizabeth, N. J.,
Edward Evans and Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
impressive account of West returned Thursday night from Portdedicating a church memorial cross at land, where they attended the sessions of
the St. John's church in honor of its
the Maine State Grange.
members killed in the late war. Among
Edwi 1 Frost of East Belfast brought to
them was George William, son of Theo
N. and Elizabeth Chase Winslow, former- this office
Monday two pansies which he
ly of Belfast:
found growing that morning in his gar“George William Winslow enlisted in den.
Company 1, 7th Infantry, N. Y. N G.,
which entered the Federal service on
Frank D. Hazeltine Post had a six
He trained at Camp o’clock lunch at their room last
July 16, 1917.
Friday
Wadsworth, Spartensburg, S. C. His or- with a large attendance and
followed by
ganization was redesignated as the 107th

pa

er

gives

an

Infantry,

54th Brigade, 27th Division,
and went overseas in May, 1916, to become a
part of the British armies in

asocial and business session.

John T. English of Swanville has per
fected a device for locking the doors of
France.
Mr. English is an old rail“He participated in the major opera- freight cars.
tions of the Dickebush Lake sector and road man and his invention seems to us to
theYpres-Lys offensive in Belgium. In be a useful and a practical one.
the attack on the knoll in the battle of
MrB. George Frank Harriman of New
the Hindenburg line near Moussoy, DeYork, accompanied by Mrs. F. Otis Wade
partment of the Aisne, during the Somme and the latter’s
brother, Robt. H. Kelley,
offensive in Picardy, he was wounded, have been in Belfast
the

but continued to advance.

Later,

on

the

same day,
September 29, 19»8, he was
killed and was posthumously cited by his
division commander for his gallant con-

duct.
“He now rests in peace beside his comrades in the American Military Cemetery
at Bony on the field where he fell.

past week on
business and were guesta of Mr. and Mrs.
James S. Harriman.
Mrs. Wade plans
to buy a summer home in the city and
has been looking at some of the most
desirable residences.

D. Hazeltine Post, American
Legion, will give a play about the middle ;
of January under the direction of James
W. Flanders, a professional actor and
It is a three act
Uk« to Take It for; now a Belfast resident.
farce comedy entitled, "It Pays to AdCoughs, Colds, Croup,1 vertise.” There are twelve characters
Colic, Cholera Morbus,! and Belfast haa sufficient talent to
fill
Pains in Stomach or
the cast. The play was staged for 160
y^ww-seea Bowels, Sore Throat.1
in
New
York
and
is
a great favornights
FnrsnS by.tbe Hoswat Hinuenm Co.. Xormy. He. *
ite
Everyone is interested in the fund
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
and the purpose is working for a home of
Frank

children/

its

own.

GIFTS
from

a

man’s store for
man

or

a

boy

'T'HE

experienced shopper knows that most men
like to receive a Christmas gift from the store
that offers the community
good clothes-appearance
1

as expressed in
Kuppenheimer Good Clothes; the
style center of this locality—and therefore the logical buying center for men’s
holiday merchandise.

SUGGESTIONS FOR HIS GIFT:
SILK SHIRTS

SUSPENDERS

ARMY STYLE PANTS

GLOVES
NECKWEAR
MUFFLERS

BATH ROBES

UNDERWEAR

SILK HOSIERY
AUTO GLOVES
BELTS
SWEATERS
SILK ARMBANDS
FLANNEL SHIRTS

BOYS’ BLOUSES
CAPS AND HATS
BOX OF COLLARS

GARTERS
LUGGAGE
MACKINAWS

PAJAMAS
—

see

Harry

SHIRT JEWELRY

the special window exhibits

W. Clark & Co.

—the house of

Kuppenheimer good

clothes

Maine Items.

MISERABLE WITH
INDIGESTION

The hunting season in' Maine exacted a
toll of 14 lives, five more than last year.
Four hunters were killed in mistake for
shot themselves,one
accidently killed by a companion, a
game warden was killed by the overturning of bis automobile, two were drowned,
two died from exhaustion and exposure
and one was lost in the woods.

deer,three accidently

was

That ether

was

used as a medical agent

operations, was one ot the striking
points brought out by Dr. James A.
Spaulding in his entertaining and informing paper upon “The Practice of Medicine
100 Tears Ago in Portland,” delivered
last week at the annual meeting of the

particularly

money

mrking

proposition

“Fruit-a-tives” advertised
and bought two 50c boxes. Before I
had finished one box, I was relieved
and now have no more trouble. I
recommend these Fruit Laxo Tablets".
WM. GALE SHEPHERD.
I saw

ALBERT S. HIGGINS
All Thorndike is regretting the death
of one of its most prominent citizens,

Higgins, who died in Thorndike, Sunday, Dec. 11, after a short illness.
Mr. Higgins, who had held variAlbert S.

ty.

having read in tbe papers of an Aroostook
giant who easily lifted a barrel of san 1
weighing 500 pound, hastens to inform tbe
world that Edward Henry of his town
beats that every day and thinks nothing
of it. One day last, says Mr. Candlemire,
Henry picked up a drawbar weighing 590
pounds, stepped up 19 inches to the station
platform, walked 10 yards, stopped and
gossiped a few minutes with some friends,
then walked 50 yards further, talked with
another group of friends, and finally lowered the drawbar easily to the platform.
From all appearances he could have carried another hundred weight or two. Henry
is a Maine Central car inspector, 50 years
old, and weighs 240pounds.
The Oxford Democrat tells us of a young
woman who lived in Oxford County a
great many years ago, who could lift a
barrel of cider by the chimes and drink
out of the bung hole.
Next.—

Miss Rai Is of tlie Bengali race.
Her father is a Brahmin and was
converted to Christianity shortly before Miss Rai was born.
She appears on the campus and in the class
room In her native costume, which
consists of a separate waist and a
“sari,” which Is made up of five yards
of material so draped as to form the
skirt of her costume, and caught at
the shoulder.

offices including that of first selectfor years had a wide reputation for
honesty and was famed for his hospitali-

three-score

Vanceboro, Me.(

LINCOLN,

Limited. OGDENSBURG, N.V,

ous

H. J. Candlemire of

NEB.—There Is a coed
at the University of Nebraska
this year from Midnapore, sixty
miles west of Calcutta, India, and her
name Is Khanto Bala Rai.
Miss Rai
Is registered as a junior, following
two years of study at Bethume college in Calcutta, and is enrolled in
Christian and missionary arts.

50c a box, G for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES

Robert K. Brazier of Hiram is nearly 98
years old and still keeps pegging away at
the shoe-maker’s bench as he has done for
Mr. Brazyears from choice.
ier is the last survivor of the Republican
convention held at Paris Hill in 1854 at
which the Republican party of the United
States was formed. It was held in the
court building a hundred yards or so from
the residence of HaDnibal Hamlin, one of
the party’s leading statesmen.

i«ve

man

Mr. Higgins was born in Thornike 81
years ago but moved to Bangor with his

parents when a young child and spent his
childhood in Bangor. The family moved
back to Thorndike while Mr. HigginB
was in his youth and he devoted
the re-

YORK.—New Yorkers who
often pretend to be Indifferent to
the city’s wonders have had their
imagination stirred by the during plan.
Just announced, to extend Manhattan
Island six miles down the hay by
building mammoth sea walls from both
sides of the Battery and filling in the
intervening space with earth.
A company has been Incorporated to
carry out the project, and T. Kennard
Thompson, a prominent engineer of
the city, has prepared the detailed
plans. The
Broadway
association,
composed of merchants along the famous thoroughfare, lias indorsed the
idea.
If the plan is ever carried out, its
proponents say that six square miles
would be tacked on the most valuable
piece of land on "earth; that twelve
miles of needed docks would he added
to the port’s facilities; that transit
would be greatly improved and that
the tax on all real estate might be
reduced 1 per cent.
The plan has already been outlined
to the war department, Mr. Thompson
says, and no objections have been
raised, since the proposed built-up
extension would still leave on either
side of the Island the same clearance
for navigation that now exists on the

trusted with the greatest honor of his

town, that-of first selectman. He held
this office for years and had previously
performed other political services for the
community.
Visitors in Thorndike who were fortu
nate enough to be his guests have a
spot in their hearts and a fond j
memory of him.
At all times he strived
to make his home welcome to all comers
warm

and achieved local fame for his
hospitality. Few people in Thorndike or vicinity were more generous than Mr. Higgins
was

ever

ready to help his neighbors

in times of need.

Sympathy

host of friends is being
expressed to the surviving relatives He
To thee, my master, I offer my prayer: leaves his wife, Mrs. Alice M. Higgins of
Feed me, water and care for me, and Thorndike; three sons, William and Barwhen the day’s work is done provide me ney of Billings, Mont., George P. Higgins
with shelter, a clean, drV bed and a stall of Bangor, president of the A. W.
Joy
wide enough for me to li| down in com- Co.; one daughter, Mrs. Flora G.
Hunt,
fort. Talk to me. Your voice often superintendent of
the Plummer Memorial
means as much to me as the reins.
Pet
Hospital in De .ter; five grandchildren
me sometimes, that I may serve you the
more gladly and learn to !ov>' you.
Harry Farnharo and Albert L.
Do Mrs.
not jerk the reias, and do not whip me Higgins of
BangOF ^nd three *yho live
when going up hill. Never strike, beat in
Billings, Mont.; and two great grandor kick me when I
do not understand
what you mean, but give me a chance to children, Lorain and Barbara Farnham of
Understand you,
Watch me, and if I fail ; Bangor.
to do your bidding see if something is not
__•
i
wrong with my harnebS or feet,
MUSSEL SHOALS
Examine my t«"eth when I do not eat. !
1 may have an ulcerated tooth and that, j
From Oxford I'emocrat
Do not tie
you know, is very painful.
Everybody in late days has heard of
my head in an unnatural position or take Mussel
Shoals, those
best
defence
away my
against flies and ids in the Tennesee thirty miles of rapRiver, partly develmosquitoes by cutting off my tail. And, oped by the
government for
finally, O! my master, when my useful power for the manufacture offurnishing
high exstrength is gone do not turn me out to plosives and more
lately something destarve or freeze or sell me to some cruel sired
by Henry Ford.
If
Ians
already
owner,-to be slowly tortured and starved made are carried
out, one dam one hunBut do thou, my master, take
to death.
dred feet high will form a lake sixteen
my life in the kindest way and your God miles
long, and another dam forty feet
will leward you here and hereafter. You
high, one seventy miles long, and' fur
may not consider me irreverent if I ask
nish power as great as could be
developed
this in the name of Him who was born in
on both sides Niagara Falls.
The name
8 stable.
Amen.
sets one s
1 HE

PRAYER

OF

A

HORSE.

of

a

seems

curiosity

in

motion,

but

safeguarding the health of
son and daughter and grandare

children.

Grandma knowB

O.—Carl T. Robertnaturalist, in the course ot
an exploration of Mammoth Cave,
Ky., has made one of the most important discoveries in (be history of
this great natural wonder. His [tarty
entered Into a new cavern, ilis story,
in part, is as follows:
“Then we came to a region of helictites which is, I dare say, (lie most
marvelous ever seen by human eye.
Helictites four or five inches long are
considered notable. Here w as one four
feet long, and it, had a horizontal
branch nineteen inches long.
There
were other helictites three feet long,
with branches extending horizontally
and at every conceivable angle.
“At another point
there was a
hellctlte cascade from roof to roof.

CLEVELAND,

it

This famous old anodyne has
equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,

Littlefield.

She was never married and
one of five children.
One sister,
Ella F. Littlefield, survives her.
Funeral
was held at her late home, Dec. 8, Rev.

William Vaughan officiating.

no

Colic, Chills, Strains,

Cuts,

Burns and many
common troubles.
For .more than
a century
generation after
generation has praised its
worth. All dealers. 25 and 60c.

either

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

have

a

speedy recovery.

/

O. F. Robinson is teaching the winter
term of the upper grades, in the grammer

Always

school at Freedom, and Mrs. Olive Stewart is teaching the lower grades.

Bears the

Merle H Hurd’s class in the academy
at Freedom, recently presented him with
a very nice Aladdin lamp with two
shades,
one

KNOX

/jX $

■rrw

white shade and the other green.

KIUUE.

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe ThurstoD went to

Albion, recently.

Mr. Linwood Stevenson is
Ed ward Thompson.

working for

Mrs Frank Penny of Freedom visited
her parents, Mr. and. Mrs. J. H. Vose,
Dec 11.

Use
\A
For Over
Thirty Years

(inT

Mr. and Mrs E N. Hall went to
Unity
Dec. 11. to see bis brother, W. H. Hall
who is sick.
Frank Clement bought two very valuable Jersey heifers of li. F. Jackson of

Montville recently.

Mr
Webber Downer who has beeD
working for E. G. Vose, has gone to
Florida for the winter.
Princess Watahwasco of the Penobscot
Tribe of Indians was a guest of a recent
meeting of the Maine Women’s Club of
i New York City and at.the coming January meeting will give several songs and
d nces of her tribe.

ckm

Eiact
Cop;- of .
..

Wrapper._...

.o„ c,r.

jonn ward, (ate of
Belfast, First
Estate of Freeman Ritchie. laie of y
presented for allowance by Robert C
Mary E. Ritchie appointed executrix i
Ward, trustee.
13, A. D. 1921,
Estate of Hattie M.
Cornforth, late of j Estate of Robert T. Tyler, late of Frrn *f
Thorndike. Petition of John E. Cornforth. I Frank L.
Tyler
administrator, for determination of collateral 13, A. D. 1921. appointed executor
inheritance tax.
Estate of Jennie Carrow, late of
Estate of Joseph A.
Baker, late of Monroe. Wyatt R. Carrow of Belfast appointed
Petition of Abbie J. Lewis,
formerly Abbie J. tor December 13, A. D, 1921.
baker, widow of said Joseph A Baker, for an
Estate of Mary H, Smith, late of f
allowance out of the personal estate of said
Almira F. Ginn of Damariscotta
recessed.
apt
ecutrix December 13, A. D. 1921.
Estate of Verna C. Greenlaw and Harold C.
Estate of Charles F. Swift, late of
jreenlaw of Belfast. Petition of Dwight C,
jreenlaw, guardian, that he may be licensed Ralph I. Morse appointed executor
A. D. 1921,
uO sell and
convey at public or private sale 13,
certain real estate situated in
Estate of Thomas W. Pitcher,late
Northport be- Clement
W. Wescott and Robert F
ionging to saidj wards and described in said
uv
petition,
appointed executors December 13. A
osiaie or

account

To all persons interested fn either of the
estates hereinafter named:

Hudson and East river sides. The
work could be completed in five years,
in Mr. Thompson’s belief.
“It is a well-known fact,” he said,
“that the business center of Manhattan
is rapidly moving away from the city
hall, and If it is not prevented the
lower end of the Island will again become a
residential district, with the
result of tremendous decrease in values.”
The only way to remedy this, he
added, was to make the city hall the
center
geographical
by
extending
Broadway some six miles down the

bay.
Judge Alton B. Parker says the
project is legally feasible. He estimates
the cost at $61X1,000,000. He insists
that It is a project for private capital
and not for the state or the city.

that is

whiter than snow.
this garden of
snowy whiteness is a less extensive
but scarcely less amazing display of
jet black crystalline formation of calcium sulphate, colored by manganese
dioxide.
“Instead of forming flowers, these
black crystals are mostly of the socalled ‘fibrous’ kind, forming needles
two or three inches long, and sometimes so fine that the pendant masses
seem as soft as the fur of an animal.
“Next is the region of gigantic snowballs, easily a foot in diameter. There
is nothing like it. It is unique.”
After a mile and a half the avenue
suddenly narrowed to a mere pass. It
became difficult. Instead of a level
sanded floor the explorers found themselves climbing and scrambling over
rocks.

“Immediately beyond

Parlous limes for

Judges in Chicago

be parlous times
for Judges in this neck of woods.
Judge Charles M. Thomson of the
Appellate court is on crutches. Judge
G. Fred Rush of the Circuit court has
F.
arm.
broken
a
Judge David
Matchett of the Appellate court has
a kneecap out of commission.
Judge Thomson sustained his injuries in Lake Michigan. His wife
and son had gone for a swim while

CHICAGO.—These

worth.
Mr. McLean’s letter is as follows:
“To the Public—
At the solicitation of
friends, both
within and without the
party, I have
decided to become a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Congress
from the third district to fill the
vacancy
created by the resignation of Hon. John
A. Peters. 1 take this means of communicating my candidacy to the voters and
citizens of the Third Congressional District.”
Mr. McLean has been in the practice of
law for 15 years, was city solicitor of
Augusta for five years, is a director and
treasurer of the Augusta Y. M. C. A., a
trustee of the United Baptist church of
Augusta and is married, with a family.

was

1

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

The friends of Dr. A. M Small of Freedom are sorry to learn of his illness in
the hospital at Belfast, and hope he will

PKObAlt WQflCtS

ness

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, The
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before the second
Tuesday of January, a. D. 1922, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
t'-e Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1922. at ten o’clock
in ti e forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

j

Estate of Frank A. Cushman, late
Estate of George H. Erskine, laie of Morrill,
ville. James A Clement appointed ad;.
retitioii of Sylvia
Erskine, executrix, that the tor de bonis non December
1?, A. D. ].
of Probate
may determine who are en- !
Estate of Sara A. Foy, late oi i
.ltled to said estate and their
respective Martha Anna Bryant appointed adn:
mares therein and order the same
to be deDec amber 13, A, D. 1921.
termined

see causo.

judge

Estate of John H. Terry, late of Montville,
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and that letters testamentary issue to William A Norton, he beinsr the executor named
therein and presents said petition.
Henrietta L. Beckwith, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Russell
S. Beckwith, he being the executor named
therein and presents said petition. Applica-

Estate of Rufus t.
Lowell, late of Montnlle. Petition of Belle J. Lowell, administrarix, for determination of collateral inheritance

thereof.
Catherine O’Leary, late of Belfast, deceas?d. Will and petition for probate thereof and
that letters testamentary issue to William P.

Samuel R, Bennett, late of Searsmont, depetition for probate thereof
of administration with the
vill annexed to issue to
Maynard M. Brown or

_

O’Leary, he being the executor named therein
and piesents said petition. Application that
no bond be
required from said executor is conjmed iu the petition for probate thereof.
William A. Mason, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Loula A. Mason,
=he being the executrix named therein and
presents said petition. Application that no
bond be required from said executrix is contaiped in the petition for probate thereof.

Mary E. Blackstone, late of Unity, deceased. Will aud petition for probate thereof and
Lhat letters teslamentery issue to Aroline B.
Stevens, she being the executrix named
therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond be required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate
thereof.
Sarah J. French, late of Stockton Springs,

deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and that letters testamentary issue to
Annie M. Thompson, she being the executrix
named therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond be required from said
executrix is contained in the petition for probate thereof.

Angie N. Gilmore, late of Searsport, deWill and petition for probate thereof

ceased,

and that letters testamentary issue to Nancy
P. Merry-man, she being the executrix named
therein and presents said petition.
Application that no bond be required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate

thereof.

ceirasc, aeceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and
that letters testamentary issue to Clement W.
Wescott, he being the executor named therein
and presents said petition
Application that
he may serve without giving surety or sureties on his bond is contained in the petition for
probate thereof.
vieorge

w.

mirseit,

tax.

Estate of Rufus F. Lowell, late of Montnle.
First and final account presented for
dlowance by Belle M. Lowell, auministi atr.x.

tion that no bond be required from said execuis contained in the petition for probate

Will and
! based.
md that lett rs
, lome

V*her suitable person, the
lamed in said will
having deceased.

,

aid

John H. Kelley, late of Searsport, deceased.
Petition that James Kelley of Belfast or some
suitable person may be appointed administrator of said eatate. Application that
no bond be required of said administratoi is
contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Petition presented by said James Kelley, a
brother and heir-at-law of said deceased.

Applica-

presented by Irene B. Bennett, widow of
Samuel R Bennett.

^Sumner

A true copy of the
original. Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

state of

j

Estat of Chester B. Cushman, late
ville. Silas E. Bowler appointed adn.
December 13. A. D 1921.
Estate of Deborah N Grant, late
fort. Lizzie M. Spaulding appointee!
tratrix December 13, A. D 1921.
Estate of Amariah Trim, late of
F lorence T. Webster appointed adn;
December 13, A. D 1921.
Estate of Millard P. Black, late of
Will S. Jones appointed administrai
ber 13, A. D. 1921.

...

Estate of Frances Adelia Sarger,
Belfast. Jessie S. Pattee appointee m
trix, with the will annexed. Decerni
D. 1921.
Dated at Belfast, in said
and State of Maine this 20th
A. D. 1921.

County

day of

CHAS. E. JOHNSON. 1

For Sale
Slabs and

Sawdust

at

Hills’ Mill, Swan Lake A.

Notice is hereby given that the following
ippointments have been made b_. the Probate
Jourt, within and for the County of Waldo and
Maine.

Estate of Herbert H. Felker, late of Sears>ort. Lilhan B. Felker appointed executrix
December 13, A. D. 1921.

Belfast.

S.C. Pattee, M. n.,
Masonic

Estate of Leonard Clark, late of Winterport.
daria Clark appointed executrix December 13,
D. 1921.

lemple, Room

>■

Residence at 45 Hiqii Mr

Estate of Olive E. Ames, late of Thorndike.
Jail S. Cottin appointed executor December 13,
V. D. 1921.

Telephone 338-2

Collector’s Notice of Sale Of Lands of Non-Resident On

laie oi

other

executor

Abbott, late of Knox, deceased.
Petition that Anna W Abbott of Knox or some
1 »ther
suitable person may be appointed ad1 Qinistrator of said
estate. Application that
1 10 bond be
required from said administrator
8 contained in the
petition for probate there! >f. Petition presented by said Anna W. Abwidow
M>tt»
of said Sumner Abbott.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.

<

\

j

accordingly.

tor

Harriette M. Erskine, late of Searsport, deceased.
Petition that Fastnet Erskine Dutch
of Newton, Massachusetts, or some other
suitable person may be appointed administrator of said estate. Application that no bond
be required from said administrator is contained in the petition for probate thereof. Petition

STATE
Unpaid

taxes

on

OF

MAINE

lands siiuated in the town of Islesboro,

in

the

County of Wain

year 1921.
The following list of taxes on real estste of non resident owners in the town of
aforesaid, for the year 1921, committed to me for collection for said town on the
if said taxes with
May, 1921, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that
as is
sufficient
charges are not previously paid, so much of. the real estate betaxed
sold without furth
will
amount due therefor, including interest and charges,
where ti,
the
same
said
place
in
town,
being
Town
at
the
(the
Hall,
public auction
of said town was held) on the first Monday of rebruar
annual town

ceding
nine

o’clock

meeting

a. m.

ATKINS, M. N. & E. F.
Land bounded on the North by land of
Adolph Pfaff; East by Town Ro;id; South by
W. S. Pendleton Estate; West by land of W.
E. Randlett. No. of acres,
BARSTOW. MRS. M. P.
A lot of laodat Shipyard Point, it being lot
No. 60. No. of acres, 2 and 32-100.
A lot of land at Dark Harbor, it being lot
No. 28. No. of acres, 2 and 66-100.

BREWER. MRS. ALICE W.
Land bou ded on the North by La
scot Bay; East by East Penobscot
by land of G. W. C. Drexel; West I
H. L. Freeman and Frank Ladd
acres,

89£

Buildings

thereon.

LORD, EDNA M.
A lot of land and cottage thereon,
Point.
Senet.

This was formerly
No. of acres, >t

owne

MERRILL, LAURA A.
Land bounded on the North by lan
preaented by said Fastnet Erskine Dutch, a CREGAR, MARY C.
heir-at-law of said deceased.
Land bounded on the North by W. PenobHerbert; East by East Penobscot
scot Bay; East by lands of Mary Randlett
by East Penobscot Bay; West by
Estate of Michael C. Stevens, late of Jackof
Nathan
land
No. of acres,
and Ben Warren; South by
son.
First and final account presented for
Pendleton; West by land of Francis M. Cald- MITCHELL. ABBIE V.
allowance by Henry M. Stevens, administrator.
well. No. of acres, 2 and
A lot of land at Naples, consist 1
Estate of Abbie E Simmons, late of BelfastNo. 67 and 68.
First account presented for allowance by Grace CALDWELL, FRANCIS M.
A. Lord, administratrix.
A lot of land at Naples, consist;
Land bounded on the North by West PenobNo. 105, 107, 108, 110, 113, 115, in 1
scot Bay; East by land of Mary Cregar;
Estate of Delia M. Lowe, late of Searsport.
West
land
of
E.
land
L,
Smith;
by
South by
First and final account pr sen ted for allowance
R. MAYO & MARY R, ^
MARJORIE
of L. E. Smith. No. of acres, 2 and 4-5.;
by Myron F Parker, administrator.
Land bounded on the North by E
Estate of Alice W, Woodcock, late of Bel- DODGE, HENRY M.
East by Town Road; South by lan
First and final account presented for
fast.
Land bcuaded on the North by land of Annie
Burr; West by land of T. W. Bui
allowance by Hartwell L. Woodcock, executor.
acres, 4-5.
Buildings thereon.
Warren; East by land of Annie Warren;
West
land
of
South by Charles Pierce;
by
Estate of Joseph Pattee, late.;of Monroe.
Land bounded on the North by Inn
of
No
acres,
Warren.
Annie
£.
owned by Henry Spratt; East hv
Second account presented for allowance by
nobscot Bay; South by land now,
Frederick L. Palmer and Walter Bartlett, DAVIS, ELLEN CATHERINE.
owned by Jesse Stimpson; West
executors.
A lot. of land at the Fairfield place? it neing
of
2
and
No.
21-100.
Road. No of acres,
acres,
lots No. 4 and 5.
Estate of Otis B, Patterson, late of Swanville. First and final account presented for EGERY, SARAH L.
SU LL1VAN LIME CO.
allowance by Lulu N. Patterson, executrix,
Land bounded on the North by Summer
Land bounded on the North by lai
street; East by land of heirs of W. S. PenEstate of Agnes Patterson, late of Winter
Hazeltine and heirs ot J. A. Sprs.
heirs
of W. S. Pendleton; South by land of
by land of Mary C. Bigelow; South
port, hirst and final account presented for
Road.
Town
No.
of
West
acres,
by
dleton;
allowance by Charlotte A, Sheehan, adminisHarbor; West by Seal;liarbor. No
16.
tratrix.
TUTTLE. WILLARD B.
Land bounded on the North by lan
Estate of Benjamin F. Knowles, late of FREEMAN, H, L.
Foster; East by road leading to 1
Worcester, Massachusetts. First and final
Land bounded on the North by Coombs Cove
account%and private claim presented for alHeal; South by land of Mary Basfor
and land of C. E. Williams; East by East
lowance by Ernest A. Davis, administrator in
by West Penobscot Bay. No. of acr
Penobscot Bay and land of Alice W. Brewer;
the State of Maine.
South by Town Road; West by lands of WEBB, LEILA HOWARD.
A lot of laud at Gilkey’s Harbor, it
Frank Ladd and C. E. Williams. No of
Estate of Albertine S. Shaw, late of Belfast.
No. 111. No. of acres, 1 and 91-100
First and final account presented for allowacres, 11. Buildings thereon.
ance by Charles R, Coombs, administrator.
FREEMAN. HEIRS OF MARTHA A.
WHITTEN, ALEX.
Land bounded on the North by land of Leon
Land bounded on the Nortn by lanti
Eatate of Sarah Chaples, late of Belfast.
hour & Dreamer; East by Ryder
First and final account preaented fer allowWyman and heirs of Eh A. Wyman; East by
E.
of
of
heirs
A.
land
South
Town
South
by 'and of Geo. Davenport
ance by Drew Chaplea, executor.
by
Road;
No of acres,
Town Road.
Wyman; West by land of heirs of E. A. WyEstate of Enos M. Hatch, late of Belfast,
thereon.
thereon.
man.
No. of acres, £. Buildings
First and final account preaented for allowCONIGLIO, MARIE.
GORHAM, or owners unknown.
ance by Lilly F. Sukeforth, administratrix.
A lot of land. No of acres, 1 16.
Land bounded on the North by la>
Estate of William Dobson, late of Unity. HOUSTON & OTIS, Heirs of.
liam Z. Clayton; East by East l’“
First account preaented for allowance by
Bay; South by land formerly c-w»
Land bounded on the North by land of AmaThibbetts & Clayton; West by 1«
George A. Dobson, administrator.
riah Trim; East by land of Walter A. Coombs;
merly owned by Thibbetts & Clayton
South by land of Cassia M. Beckett; West by
Eatate of John W, Tumor, Into of Palormo,
inga thereon
center line. No, of acres. 8.
Final account piesented for allowance by
J. A. rttJNULJMUn,
Watson G. Tumor and Wsndall W. Turner,
of Tezee of the Town of Iele«bor’
Collector
executors.
jwjl
sister and

the lake was rough. High waves were
rolling the boy near some dangerous
piles, when Mrs. Thomson swam to
his rescue. Judge Thomson, who was
sitting on the beach, feared for the
safety of both, and rushed in after
them. His right foot caught in a hole
in the bottom of the lake and an untimely high wave wrenched his body,
with the result that he sustained two
broken bones in the sole of the foot.
Judge Rush was on his way home.
an
board
Illinois
to
Attempting
suburban train on the Randolph street
platform, he was caught in a jam,
with the result that he sustained a
broken bone in the right arm.
Judge Matchett is among the most
powerful looking citizens hereabouts.

MISS PAULINE LITTLEFIELD

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

ana

“Beyond this region we came to a
region of rock flowers, the most enormous crystalline flowers ever found.
There
are
roses,
chrysanthemums,
daisies, lilies. They are of a white-

of

Miss Pauline Littlefield, born in Waldo June 22, 1859, died Dec. 5, 1921, of a
weak _beart
caused from pneumonia
which she had last March.
She was the
daughter of Nathaniel and Mary (Clark)

costume

do not think I shall be persuaded to
adopt the styles of the American
girls,” Miss Ral has frequently told
She speaks English fluInquirers.
When questioned as to her
ently.
of
American
opinion
styles and
American girls, Miss Ral replies:
“American girls’ clothes are appealing, if not carried to extremes, but I
believe they are inclined a little toward mannishness and they are decidedly taking advantage of the freedom which has been accorded them.”
Apparently her observation of the
matrimonial angles and ceremonies of
the American has not changed her
native viewpoints
“I am well content with our own
matrimonial system,” Miss Ral says,
“We have great faith in the wisdom
of our elders and my sisters, as well
as myself, are quite willing to abide
by the choice of our parents.”
Miss Rai has an ambition to return
to Midnapore and teach in the girls’
high school there, which is to be
erected from donations made at jubilee meetings.
It was at one of
these meetings she met Rev. and
Mrs. W. T. Elmore of Lincoln, who
Induced her to accept a home with
these people during her schooling.

phenomena.

_

WATCHFUL EYES

nauve

tiirls

There were also helictite stalagmites,
a
formation which I had not before
noted. These helietites are among the
rarest and most inexplicable of cave

this stretch of rapids is the home
pearl bearing mussels with the
i
*
long name—Unio margaritiferous. Some
Sunlight Grange, Knox!, adopts the fol- pearls of
considerable beauty and value
resolutions:
lowing
have been found under their
shells, the
Whereas, the Select Messenger has en- most valuable bringing one thousand doltered our grange and called from our lars, but they are not numerous enough
to warrant commercial
midst our beloved Lecturer, Edith Bry
hunting. The
aot, and our golden chain has been brok- Indians knew about these pearls and had
be
it
of
them
enough
to
en, therefore,
tempt the cupidity of
Resolved, that we will ever hold in French and Spanish explorers.
These
loving memory her interest in the wel- mussel shells vary in form and are lofare of our grange, her cheerfulness as an cally known as the butterfly,
monkeyofficer and member.
face, pig toe and wash board. Not all of
Resolved, that while our hearts are the pearls found are valuable. Some are
made sad by her loss, we, the members small, ill-shaped and iusterless.
What
of Sunlight Grange, No. 314, extend to these new formed lakes will do for these
the sorrowing husband our heartfelt sym- mussels is unknown; but a power more
valuable will be created.
pathy.
Resolved, that these resolutions be
placed on our record; that copies be sent McLEAN CANDIDATE FOR THIRD
to the Bangor Weekly Commercial, BanDISTRICT ON DEMOCRATIC SIDE
gor Daily News and Republican Journal
for publication and that our charter be
Ernest -L. McLean, senior member of
draped for 30 days.
the law firm of
McLean, Fogg & SouthLIZZIE DOLLOFf,
( Committee ard of this city, has announced his canHester Wentworth,-^
didacy for the Democratic uominatioo for
on
Bertha Shibles,
( Resolutions Congress in the Third District to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Congressman John A. Peters of Ells-

RESOLUTION5> OF, RESPECT.

expected to arrive soon to visit her mother,
Mrs. William Hal owell on Whitten Hi!'.

New Marvels Found in Mammoth Cave

son,

For Infants and Children.

Miss Lois Hallowell of Thomaston is

NEW

Mr. Higgins failed to develop a strong
liking for the man. He placed integrity
above all else and for this reason was en-

CASTIRU

John R. Nutter has sold his farm on
Beaver Hill to Charles Flye of Freedom.

To Add Six Miles to Manhattan Island

mainder of his life to farming.
No one who came into contact in a
business or personal relationship with

who

my

a

Stella Robinson is teaching school at
Whites Corner.

8

Coed So Different From Other

Columbia

bad I would have a dull, heavy feeling
in the pit of my stomach after eating.

A printing press is quite a necessary
thing in a printing office, and it is quite

for the fellow owning the press. Is it any
wonder that printing has to be high in
price in order for a printer to live?—Fort
Fairfield Review.

CITIES

three years, and tried all kinds of
I was so
medicine without relief.

Portland Medical Club.

Merle H. Hurd haa returned from
business trip to Portland.

__

Co., N.Y.
“I was bothered with Constipation,
Liver Trouble and Indigestion for
Chatham,

Old

in

necessary that the press should go alright.
We have had trouble with ours lately,
and a press expert from Boston was here
recently on purpose to tune it up. When
it comes to paying a man S2 an hour for
every hour from the time he leaves bis
Boston office until he returns, paying his
car fare both ways, his Pullman fare, his
meals, his hotel bills, etc., and the trip
lasting between two or three days, all for
two or three hours’ work and advice on a
press, it seems a little tough, indeed not a

GOOD TALES
the
of
B

One Box of "Fruit-a-tixes"
Brought Relief

in Portland before it was employed anywhere else in the world as an anaesthetic

WEST MONTVILLE

He enjoys

a wrestling match, not as
onlooker, but as a participant, and
was engaging in such a bout with his
son when his Injury took place.
Judge
Matchett, when he starts anything,
mixes matters pretty generally. And
a wrestling match is no exception with

an

him. But It appears that in the exercise his son’s foot came in accidental
but swift contact with the judge’s
leg just above the kneecap, and he
has been at home since.
the
So
superstitious
politicians
among the lawyers of the Chicago bar
are
wondering whether they really
want to be candidates for places on
the bench at the Judicial election next
June.

A certain little boy had long expresse d
wish for a baby brother. His mother
\\J A MTCH
finally advised him to ask God for one.
W
[ s| |
He adopted the suggestion and nightly
asked God for a baby brother.
After a
OI
time he became discouraged and anthomas TFa*!
&
nounced that he would pray for one no
longer. One morning his father took COFFEE Co., 219 State St., Boston, Mass.
him to his mother’s room, where two_3w50_
new baby brothers were awaiting his inr
A
His first comment was, “Gee, Wflflfl I fit hfif SalP
apection.
VV UUU L,Ul 1 Ul
Dad, isn’t it lucky I stopped praying
when I didT”
Twenty acres of hard and soft wood
market within quarter mile, eaay haul, no
Q Jill dr 0 H U ry
fab
Ei CTPlIPB't
hills. Bargain lot Apply to ORRIN J.
Hit BO
rUK rui
DICKEY, Real EsUte and Insurance, Bel2w50
Mat, Maine.
CASTO R I A
a

Alfalee“wrn'crrl8
E-£n

_

_

_

<

*

STOCKTON SPRINGS

had suffered with stomach
trouble for twelve long

from'

Rooktand O^n^Vd?

gueata of Mr. and Mrs. G.
H.

Hopkins""

re^n'nandf

liPssi

i^'ben Colson,

manage to eat a little something I
Moat up with gas and have such
,.,.;,e pains in the pit of my stomach I
ardly stand them. I just had to
go home and go to bed. I
M
(Work,
ad dreadful nightsweats nearly
fveri night and would get up in the
igs feeling simply horrible.
g
ould see an improvement in my
had finished my first
.i .ion before I
of Tanlac and in a short whilejwas
a
different
like
person. I now
idling
i' a splendid appetite, can eat gnywant and all I want without Ijavparticle of trouble afterwards,
awful nightsweats have entirely
;.rJ and thanks to Tanlac, I atn a
1 believe
nan in
every respect.
,r
will help anybody who will take
am
to
i
recommend
always glad
,

..

is sold in Belfast by Read &
J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
Sandypoint; A. M. Ross, LincolnSearrport Drug Co., and by the
i.g druggists in every town.
iac

S.

SEARSMONT
i
Andrews

Charles

is

Vith

sick.

j,- p mi Jnia.

uesday, December 6,
and

sale

nas

-1

was

held the

under

supper

the

Jmcy of Mrs. F. Moody and Ladies’
lety, a special feature being the
stall of Mrs. Elizabeth Stan-

lent

Irs. Stanley’s stall was artistically
d, festooned in chaste colors,

by

ted

bell, star,

Christmas

a

hile the centerpiece was a cute
hristmas tree.
Every article,
J useful, was made by the donor
,:zed the
in

amount of

handsome

absolutely individual eftrs. Fanny Cobb’s stall was also
tractive, the decoration being
red with gold cord, also suran

I by

The fur-

Christmas bell.

a

varied, fancy and useful
ny places, and by many donors,
ed generously by the Ladies’ Aid
mmunity efforts. Mrs. Crocker
pen her many friends, even from
were

ff

The apron stall,
Mrs. F. Robbins and

Florida.

as

over

by

inton, assisted by Mrs. Lassell,
n
it new designs, all of which

who came up in their
car for the
'
a“d Mrs- S' B

Merr'ithew.

house and is taking it down
tory to bmWing a residence for preparahimself
on the lot where
Haskell’s store burned
some months ago.

son

Edgar B. Ellis has finished

job of
reclaiming the buildings on the Harrison
Small place, now owned
by Angus M.
Holmes, which were in a bad state With
paint and shingles this stand will
be
again one of the most desirable on
the
a

Uape.

W. F. Trundy, town
clert, has carefully preserved, as a souvenir of an earlier day, a voting list for the
year 1876
signed by C. C. Roberts, E. H. Crocker
and F. J. Marden, selectmen. A
comparison with a 1921 list shows the
appalling falling off of the pioneer names of
the community which
largely had their
origin from the builders of Fort Pownall.
The numerous friends of Dr. G.
A.
Stevens, now in Georgetown, Fla., for
the winter, sympathize with him in the
death of his mother, Mrs. Augustus Stevens, which occurred in Troy, Dec. 7th.
Mrs. Stevens frequently visited her son
in this village for more than a
score of
years, and is lamented by all who had
the pleasure of knowing a gentle
woman,
who e nature found expression in
poems
of unusual merit.

Robert Cassidy, who contracted pneuwhile loading a schooner at the
Cape piers a number of weeks ago, and
has been cared for by his daughters at
his big boarding house, has
sufficiently
monia

recovered to be able to be taken to his
His son, Edward Cassidy, who fell ill of the same disease
while discharging a barge of coal with
William Gillis and Fred Teed and was
taken to the home of his parents in Bangor, is making a good recovery.

home in Bangor.

The basket ball game with Bucksport
A. A. on Wednesday night furnished entertainment for an enthusiastic crowd.
The score went at 31 to 30in favor of Ihe
visitors, and is said to have been won in
two minutes of overtime play. The Castine high school team played the local
high school team on Friday night, the
home five winning in an interesting contest, 28 to 22. A notable feature of the
evening was the presentation by the
courtesy of Manager Wardwell of two
educational reels, the highly instructive
pictures being accompanied with text by
Nicholas Murray Butler.

ready buyers. The candy stall
Mrs. Albert M. Ames returned Dadispensers in Mrs. Lelia MarriMiss Elizabeth Hill. That, us cember 10th from Prospect, where she
had been with her grandmother, Mrs.
lie delicious candy of Mrs. Stan- Eliza
Cheney Grant, and aunt, Miss Elgreat trade. There was a iirje vina Grant, during the absence of Mr.

1

rugs, part of which are
land for sale. There are also a

if

woven

forters.

Mrs. Geo. Kelso supei-

and served supper with her well
ability and completeness, asMrs.

y

i

Bryant,

Misses Annie

s,

Mrs. Gelo

Hemingway.

Abbie
Plaisted

while
and

rendered

the

Marjory

efficient
Crie and

Leo Bean, Johnnie
ley were willing food collectors,
janitor proved, as usual, an efli-

round helper.
Many thanks ai;e
generous donors to the sale and
nd to the ready buyers.
Under
•ces

of the Ladies’ Aid over $y0

dy been raised and deducting $|0
die expenses, gives $80 as a net
idded to which is the $33 from
nley Stall giving, the haudiIt of $113, to which more will
I, the desire being to clear the

|;*

expenses to date.
near

completion

Church
tor

re-

this yeaj,

ost of over $250, towards
or lias collected $133.

whiejh

PKOSPBCT.
—

i

1 Mrs. William Alley have movBangor to the bouse own.d by

Ames at the Shriners’ ceremonial in Bangor
Mrs, Grant, who is the widow of
Gooding Grant, is one of the remarkable
women of this section, having attained
th age of 94 years last May, and until
A slight
very recently in splendid vigor.
fall a week or more ago has made it
necessary for Mrs. Grant to remain in
bed at present.
Her older son, Wilbur
Grant of Bangor, arrived the last of the
an
week for
indefinite stay.

Comparing the situation in this town j
today with that of three years ago shows j
a
contrast which is painful to the eye ]

and the mind. That the condition is not
at all unique in this war-frazzled world
may be consoling, but it affords no relief
for a Packard appetite with a Ford income.
The earnest students of economics gathered about the glowing stoves
in the grocery stores of evenings are
fully justified in asking why a deep-water railroad terminal of extraordinary facilities, an available artery of traffie connecting a vast area of prosperous territory, which cost several millions of dollars, should be permitted to lie idle except for coal receipts.
Bangor long since
lost its prestige as a seaport; rail transis
portation
notoriously costly and de
fective; schooners and steamships are
lying idle all along the coast. Doubtless
there are very practical reasons why
commodities are not being shipped and
received at Cape Jellison piers in vast
quantities—but it would make all the
difference in the world to this town if
traffic was resumed.

Mary Alley.
C. Dow and little Miss Ruth
sts of the lormer’s sister, Mrs.
Littlefield, in N. Stockton two

1

week,

a-i

■lennie

Dockham, Grand Chief,

Sisters, left town December 10,
for Bath
On her way she
visit her daughter, Mrs. Eugene
f Oakland.
hristmas tree activity at Prosis at an end. I. P. Harris of

tion

Springs has superinie loading of six cars here and
well on their way to gladden thp

Stocston

!

the “kiddies.”

Haley and five children
"
ved to Derby,5 joining Mr. Hale>y
1
wo sons who have employment
the people of this community
I their departure.
Mr. and Mrs
'■■' Grant are occupying the Haley
bint.
leo. W.

Gamble of Frankfort wishes to
thanks to the good people
Aspect who remembered him so
'3 y in
hig recent loss by fire of his en’and of buildings, together with the
1
"»ts. Appreciation is registered also
°ur former
townsman, who aided him.
'3;i

*■

fud sincere

City National BanK
of Belfast.

Jlie annual
f' M the

meeting of the stockholdCity National Bank of Belfast
die choice of directors and the
trap-

|dion

m£y

of any other business that
?J||y come before them, will be held jit
’f
■

tanking rooms on Tuesday, January
?
'922, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, President.

Belfast,

Dec. 8, 1921.—4w50

Health It Stomach
l*‘

Wrong

0 Na makes your stomach feel
stops belching, heart burn and all
in a few minute*. Guaranw^rnfort
A. A. Howes & Co.

j

t

SEARSPORT
Steamer Ripogenus arrived recently
from Norfolk with coal for the Great
Northern Paper Co.
Robert Dyer has been confined to his
home on Steamboat avenue the past two
weeks, by illness.
Mrs. William Goodell who has Deen ill
for several weeks at her home in Main
street, is improving slowly.
Miss Kathryn
lake a position
Seminary, West

waiter Shaft
By FREDERICK HART.

“P

Mr8A. Smith moved
rClement Brook
recently from Lowder
fllace to
eir new home on
Middle
recenta hile I have only taken three bottles
y bought of A. R. Bennett.atroet,
; anlac T have actually gained fifteen
Js in weight and feel better than I
',... in years,” said George Richards,
ean Ave, Portland, Me., an.emof the Economy Fuel Co.
r about twelve years I had suffered
ir less from stomach trouble which
Mias Ruth Merrithew
returned Dec 11
..tadually grown worse until: for from a week’s visit
with her sister and
e years before I began taking Tanlac
“d
Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Camden’
n such a bad condition that
Co!so
h
\
TANLAC.

Dow left Dec. 10th to
as
teacher in Howard
Bridgewater, Maas.

Mrs. Frank Spratt who has been the
guest of Mrs. F. E. Koulstone for the past
live weeks, left recently for her home in
Bar Harbor.

"I thought you wouldn’t mind
if I helped you.”
“I should say I didn’t mind I” said
Mary. “And I'm glad for your sake
that you came up. You might have
starved to death 1”
“I won’t starve now,” remarked the
young man as he attacked the food.
“And I—I want to see you again—
when I have my job and can pay you

Down the Dumb-

I sE-SS™-"
fS.isrjS-.~~-

TEARS BEFORE TAKING

H,

fessed.

back.”
©*

by MoClure

1

“Oh,

think

gas

stoves

are

the

meanest things!"
Tears stood In pretty Mary Davis’
eyes. She had had little enough trouble In her life In the Belladonna
apartments, but the gas stove seemed
always to be a thing endowed with a

malignant,devilish spirit that defied
her, try as she would to regulate It.

And now, when she had such a nice
supper ready to prepare, the thing
wouldn't work. It either refused to
light at all or exploded with a vicious
bang that frightened Mary nearly to
death. She stamped her foot.
“I hope you blow
up and—and
smash yourself to pieces 1” she cried,

addressing

the Inanimate cause of her
troubles. She knew that It was no
good appealing to the jnuitor—that
worthy lurked low In a den where
only the boldest tenant dared tread,
and Mary had no desire to meet him
In argument. She
wiped her eyes.
“It I only knew something about
stoves," she wailed aloud. “But I
don't, and I can’t cook any supper, and
—and
outi sans on tne bed and
gave her■eif to tears.
A knock on her door startled her.
She sprung to her feet, hastily dabbed
•t her eyes, and opened the door: In
the hall stood a young man, diffident,
yet smiling.
“I
believe
have
you
something
wrong with your gas stove,” he began.
“Oh, I have—Indeed I have! Are
you a-” She paused, not sure of
the name for men who repaired gas
Stoves. The young man took her up.
“I’m not—that is to say, I’m not a
regular gas-stove expert,” he said.
“But I’ve lived In apartments long
enough to know something about their
little habits and tricks. And I thought
I might fix yours." He had entered
as he spoke, and
Mary iooked at him
for the first time in clear light. He
was handsome, she decided at once,
and lie had nice eyes and an engaging
■mile. And surely he had come as
opportunely as an angel from heaven!
“There it is," she said, pointing out
the horrid object. “I can’t do
anything with St.”
The young man approached the

stove without a tremor, as one who
has no fear. He twiddled its valves
with contemptuous familiarity, trying
to light it once or twice. Then he
reached into his pocket, extracted a
pair of pliers and loosened a Joint or
two, poking into pipes with a matchstick. At last he straightened himself.

"I think It’ll work all right now,”
he said. ‘‘Let me try it. Have you a
match?”
He turned the valve, struck the
match she had given him and applied
the fire to the burner. A little “pop!”
sounded, and the clear blue flame of a

perfectly

functioning gas range reMary gave a little cry

warded him.
of Joy.

“Oh. you are clever!” she cried. “It’s
ail right now, isn’t it?" How can I
ever thank you?”
A chilling thought
entered her mind. “Do I—how much
is it—does It cost?”
The young man straightened his
back, cramped from stooping.
there’s no charge. But if
you have a bit of salt to spare you
might let me borrow a pinch,” he replied. “I haven’t a scrap of salt In

“Well,

my

place.”

“Of course I’ll let you have, the
salt." she said, hurrying to open a
paper hag. “But I wish you’d let me
give you something for your trouble.”
“It wasn’t any trouble—it was a
pleasure,” replied the young man, and
bowed. And then he kept on bowing
farther and farther, till he tumbled to
the floor and lay still.

Mary kept her head; got water and
dabbed It on his forehead and laid
him in an easier position. And then
she saw what she had not noticed before—that Ms face was pinched and
white and his cheeks were hollow.
At last he opened his eyes.
“I’m—I’m
dreadfully sorry 1” he
stammered. “I don’t know what was
the matter with me—I just sort of
fainted, I guess—I’ll go now-”
“You’ll do nothing of the sort. Tell
me, how long is It since you’ve eaten?"
"Two days,” confessed the young
“I have a Job that will pay me
man.
well, but I don't go to work till tomorrow, and I’ve been living all this week
on a loaf of bread. That’s what I
wanted the salt for—it makes you
thirsty and then you drink a lot of
water, and then you don’t feel so

empty.”
Mary’s hands were flying among
the packages.
“You’re going to stay and have supper with me,” she said calmly. "If it
hadn’t been for you I wouldn’t have
been able to cook anything. Now you
sit down and let me tend to my cook-

ing."
she prepared
He obeyed, and
the meal he told her his story—how
he had tried to draw and had struggled
on, his money getting lower and lower,
till at last he had landed the splendid
position that had come almost too late
■—how pride had prevented his asking
for an advance, and he had set himself
to sticking It out till he should be paid.
“You’re an awful idiot,” observed
Mary. “But you can fix gas stoves.
And tell me-’’ she remembered at
ns

At a stated meeting of Mariner’s Lodge,
F. and A. M. on Tuesday evening, the degrees were conferred on one candidate.
Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cook are receiving
on the birth of a son,
Dec. 5th. The boy weighed six pounds
and has been named Winston Carver.

congratulations

Mrs. Harold Cook has received a liny
sweater for her infant son, which was
knitted by her great aunt, Mrs. Hannah
Webber of Beverly, Mass. Mrs. Webber
is 81 years of age but is still able to do
fine work very skillfully.
Interest in basketball is keen here this
winter.
Though the season has but just
begun, the two games played in town
thus far have been very well attended.
Wednesday night’s game with Castine
drew a big crowd, the visitii g team
bringing a bunch of fana with them.
Both teams played fast, clean basketball
and
Jackson
Closaon
throughout.
■tarred for the locals, both players shootin
si
ccession.
basket
after
ing basket
Castine having won from Searsport last
week on their own floor, a third game on
neutral ground would be good sport.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R S A

last his opportune appearance.
"My door on the dumbwaiter shaft
was open and I heard you.” he eou-

was

in Waterville re-

can

see

me

many months till he had asked Mary a
certain question which had a great
deal to do with eating—at the same
table; and the answer seemed to he
such as to remove fear of starvation
—either of the body or of the heart—
entirely from him.

Grange

at Freedom village.

J. R. Nutter baa aold hia farm in Freedom to Charlea Flye from Damariscotta.

'ell

There le Strong Proof That He Was
Not Lacking In
Senti-

mentality.
Did those Puritan husbands lack
charm or devotion to their women?
I tind that theory had to reconcile
"'llli the fact that so many of theta
had three wives, writes Stuart P.
Sherman in the Atlantic.
Most of us modern men feel that
we have charm enough If we can obtain and retain one, now that higher
education of women has made them so
exacting in their standards and so expensive to maintain.
Now Cotton Mather had three wives,
and when he was forty or so, in
the short interim between No. 2 and
No. 3, lie received a proposal of marriage from a girl of twenty, who was,
lie thought, the wittiest and prettiest
girl in the colony.
I concluded inevitably that there was something
very attractive in Cotton Mather.
Call it charm; call it what you will;
iie possessed that which the Ladies’
Home Journal
would
describe as
“What women desire in men.”
As a further illustration of the “sullen gloom of their domestic nabits,”
take the case of John WInthrop, the
pious Puritan governor of Massachusetts.
After a truly religious courtship, he married his wife, about 1018,
against the wishes of her friends. We
have some letters of the early years
of their life together in which he addresses her as “My dear wife,” “My
sweet wife,” and “My dear wife, my
chief Joy of this world.”
Well, that
is nothing; at first, we all do that.
But ten years later WInthrop prepared to visit New England, without his family, to found a colony.
While waiting for his ship to sail, he
writes still to his wife, by every possible messenger, merely to tell her that
she is bis chief joy in ail the world;
and before he leaves England he arranges with her that, ns long as he
is away, every week on Tuesday and
Friday at live o'clock he and she will
think of each other wherever they are,
and

commune

in

There

are

only

one

flours,

but

Victrola. There
only

one

but

are

many
Just
quality in

WILLIAM TELL.

at our risk.

We guarantee you satisfaction.

Tell

your

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

Yes, the price is down—a sack

now costs

about half what you used to pay.

only

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS OP WILLIAM TELL FLOUR

W L COOK

Granite Monuments

Undertaker

We take them from the
License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

A. S. HEAL,

quantity of board

plank, 2x4, etc., suitable

fo
This
lumbuilding purposes.
ber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced

investigation lately reported by Dr.
Lirulinger in a German technical
A kilogram (2.2 pounds) was
paper.

LIBERTY BONDS

in the quarry,

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
freight and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

FOR SALE
A limited

ledge

cut, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one small profit.

Licensed Embalmer

prices.

an

phonographs,

Try WILLIAM TELL

Canary Isiand Delicacy.
A peculiar delicacy known as goflo
1ms been known in the Canary Islands
from n very early period. It is prepared usually by roasting wheat to
a
light brown and then grinding, hut
it is sometimes made from barley, rye,
maize, peas and even seeds and fruits.
Its nutritious character Is shown by
L.

many

as the Victrola stands for
supreme
its field, so WILLIAM TELL stands for all that is
best in flour—purity, quality, dependability tnd flavor.

spirit.

When she has been married ten or
twelve years, that is more extraorIt shows, I think, romantic
dinary.
feeling ..equal to that in “Miss Lulu
Bett” or “Poor White” or “Moon Calf.”

Bridge St., Belfast,

Me.

MILTON B. HILLS,

Belfast, Maine

f!<

Bought—Sold

Exchanged

found to contain 104 grams of albuminous matter, 17 of fats, and 716
of
it
VV. LORD
carbohydrates, and
yielded ;
3.483.30 calories of energy—about the
Hayf-rd Block,
tf45
Belfast, Maine
requirement of a hnrd-working man
The roasting may be
for one day.
done on a flat earthen dish or a stove,
or in a
roasting machine. The grindA smooth hairless skin for ovory
woman may be had with the aid of a
ing is effected in any convenient way,
little MEDOL paste, made by mixing
but even a strong coffee mill may
a little Medol with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiffy
serve.
Goflo is sometimes eaten dry.
you can wash the hairs right off.
It is more commonly kneaded into
Medol is sold in GOc and §1.00 bottles.
American Proprietary Syndicate.
dough with water and the addition of
Malden 48. Mass.
a little suit, and is then pressed in a
**‘Kuada Up’'
goat-skin bag, after which the cake is
The flour is often
sliced and eaten.
added to milk, soup, coffee and other
foods, or bananas and other soft fruits
are dipped into It before being eaten.
—

MAURICE

j

Hair Remover

Write for

Catalog

HU3LlMm9

Kendall

kWhitney

Portland,Maine

Dr.M.G. Stephenson

Japanese Musical Instruments.
only musical instruments indigenous to Nippon are the “Yamato”
koto, a stringed instrument of 13
strings with a compass of two and oneThe

half octaves, and the “Yamato” flute.
Tlie few’ others used are merely softened modifications of Chinese Instruments.
Any original development in
Japanese music has been prevented by
the poverty of their instruments and
a spirit of conservatism which has resulted from the handing down of national music by certain chosen famTlie national hymn was comilies.
posed by an emperor and written by
an empress in the Seventh century.

Need for Hurry.
The two great chess players had sat
facing each other for a long, long time.
Neither had spoken or shown any inclination to move. At last one raised
his head and half-opened his dreamy
eyes.
“What time is It?” he asked.
The other’s hand went to his pocket.
He withdrew his cigarette case.
“Thursday," he answered.

His opponent yawned.
“I hope we shall be able to finish
game,” be drawled, “but we shall
I’ve promised if
ve to hurry up.
'go away next Tuesday week."

Si

Lawrence has closed her
home here and is boarding with Mrs. W.
M. Vose.

Breathe In Health

at Portland.
Mr. Orette Roberson is teaching school

Wii

PURITAN HUSBAND MALIGNED

Wiggin daughter,

cut wood.
C. W. Colby attended the State

“You

Mrs. Alice Penney lias been visiting her
Mrs. Percy Kessey in Unity,
also Mrs. John Taylor.

cently.
Maynard Hall is helping Leon

blushed.

again If you want to,” she said. “But
don’t starve yourself for an excuse.
You won’t need to, you see.”
“I seel” cried the young man Joyously.
And he evidently did; for It was not

Miss Edith

NORTtt M0NTV1LLE
Harold Nutter

Mary

Newspaper Syndicate.

That cough or cold in the head can be
ended easily by, Hyomei. No stomach
dosing. Breathe it through the noae and
mouth.
Money back if it fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co.

DENTIST
IMNSONIC TEMPLE.

ROOM 3

<

Telephone 223-3

Expert Piano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

Phone 126-4

41 tf

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

[Phone

?16-3

We Guarantee $36
per

week full time, or 75c

an

hour spare

time, selling guaranteed Hosiery. Agents
making 175 00 to $125 00 a week. Good
hosiery is an absolute necessity, you can
sell it easily. Our fall line ready at pre
war prices.
EAGLE HOSIEY MILLS.
10w48$
Darby, Pa.

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
Stf
Hay ford Block. Belfast, Me.

YOUNG WOMEN WANTED
Wm. Knowlton & Sons, Mfrs want
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies and
children’s hats at their plant in West Upton, Mass. Good pay and excellent opportunity for ambitious girls. Ideal living conditions. Transportation advanced.
For further information communicate at
once with Max H. Golden, 102 Exchange
44tf
SL, Portland, Me.

Book No. 5947, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has been made for

duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing new books.
FULLER C. WEN TWORTH,
a

One Glenwood Parlor Heater, largest |
size.
One Kitchen Range, with shelf and
tank.
Both stoves largest size; good as new;
less than one half cost price. See
46tf
GEO. M. GRAY,
Colonial House, High St, Belfast, Me.

Treasurer.

Belfast, Dec. 8, 1921-3w50

HAIR

GROWER
MILDRBDINA HAIR
hair
grow*

REMEDY

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headaehe.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Luane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
Signature on each box.

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

Subscribe

lei. 320

today for The

Republican

Journal

(iuiokly, removes dandruff, darkens gray or
faded hair, stops falling
and makes it beautiful.
The ami .>1.25

r.

hottla.

Mildred Louiae Co., Malden 48. Masa,

Special

Notice

We wish to inform the public that we
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,,Me,

are

tfl7|

FOR SALE
Low price second nand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEES.

BASKET B ALU

PIPELESS

The Grade achool basket ball team met
the Brooks boys io the Armory Saturday
at 10 a. m. and played a very interesting

CLARION FURNACE

Hammons,

Purchasers are> enthusiastic over the
Quantity of Heat received from
the small amount of Fuel consumed. One will give your home

M.

MAINE

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST
SEARSPORT

old).

Harry Nichols

of New York City arrived recently, called here by the illness
and death of his father, D. M. Nichols.

STOCKTON^SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Fraser are receivon
the birth of a

ing congratulations
daughter Dec. 14th.

At a regular meeting of Knyvetta Refcekah Lodge on Thursday evening the
degrees were conferred on two candidates.
Coffee and sandwiches were served.
A social dance

was

held in Union Hall

Wednesday evening after the game, with
music by Hank’s Orchestra of five pieces.
Although the attendance wasrathersmall
those present had a very enjoyable time.
A Christmas party will be held in the
Congregational church vestiy Saturday
afternoon, Dec. 24th, at ii.30 o’clock for

the children of the
Suudtjy school. The
older people of the parish’, are invited and
also children who h ve no other church
home.
!

Capt. Clifton Curtis of San Francisco,
Calif., who has been for a week the guest
of Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels and Capt. Henry
G. Curtis, has returned home.
He was
accompanied as far as Boston by Mrs.
Nickels, who will go to Marshfield, Oregon, to spend the remainder of the winter
with her brothers, William and Everett
Curtis,
The committee in charge of the Red
Cross Seal Sale reports a small sale thufar. Probably a majority of the people
do not realize the tremendous importance
of the work made possible by the sale of
these seemingly insignificant litile seals.
They do not stop to think that every one
who buys even a few cents’ worth of the
seals, helps in the fight against the While
Plague.
Through the kindness and generosity of
Charles Green, the younger children of
the two Sunday Schools will have free
tickets to the moving pictures, which will
be shown in Union Hall on Saturday
evening at 8 30. Of special interest to all
will be the f ox News showing the armistice day parade in Washington, and services for the Unknown Soldier. Tom Mix
in The Big Town Roundup will be the
feature.
Anchor lodge, O. E. S.,. held its annual
election of officers Monday evening, Dec.
12th. The following officers "for the coming year were elected and will be installed
in January: Worthy matron, Lilli n G.
Runnells; worthy patron, William M.
Parse; associate
matron, Mrs. Annie
Mortland;secretary, Mrs. Louise Fletcher;
treasurer, Mrs. Jennie Gilkey; conductress, Violet Meyers; associate conductress,
Mrs. Alice Davis Havener. The remainder of the odicers are appointive.
In a fast and excitingigoing two overtime periods tneFive Aces of Bangor won
from Searsport A. A. 31 to 25, here Wednesday night. The summary:

Five Aces 31
Wilson If 7 (5)
Archer rf 2
Bailey c 3
Stevens lb
Epstein rb

Searsport

A. A. 25
rb Curtis 1
rb Shute
lb Nickerson 1
c Closson 3 (1)
rf Webster 1
If Jackson 6

Referee, Wilson and Hillson.
Funeral services for Daniel Melvin
Nichols were held from his late home
Dec. 13th at 1 p. m„ and were conducted
by Searsport lodge, I. O O. F. A choir
composed of Mrs. Beatrice Kimball Nickerson, Mrs. Flora Flanders, R. N. Porter,
and Frank
Park rendered Beckoning
Hands and Looking This Way. The floral
tributes were profuse, among them being
a
casket piece from Sears lodge and a
large piece from Penobscot Encampment,
Belfast. The bearers were Wilson West,
George Sargent, William D. Smart and
John Lit lefield. Interment was in the
village cemetery.
Esther Una, wife of Ashley Littlefield
of this town, died Dec. 14th at her home
in East Main street. Mrs. Littlefield had
been ill for over a week with pneumonia,
but had rallied aid was considered much
better, when taken suddenly worse again,
the end came very quickly. She was the
daughter of Herbert Howes of Charleston
The family
and was 45 years of age.
moved here from Massachusetts several
years ago, when Mr. Littlefield retired
from the police force. They purchased
the Packard house in East Main street
and Mrs. Littlefield had for the past two
years taught in the public schools of the
town. She leaves besides her husband
Funone daughter, Hortense Littlefield.
eral services were held from her late home
Sunday at 1 30 p. m.

A few men are still employed at the
Stockton C. nning Co. making cases for
the shipment of apples.
S. S. Massasoit, bound east, called at
the Cape pier Wednesday night to discharge car wheels and load scrap wheels,

sailing Thursday.

Mrs. Rose Sanborn returned home on
the 11th from a visit of several weeks in
Rockland at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

David Hodgkins.

The schooner Katherine
May, which
has been swinging at anchor in the harbor for some time, sailed
Thursday for
Vinalhaven to load stone for Jackson-

ville, Florida.

The sale of Christmas seals, which is in
charge of Miss Alice Hichborn, has been
proceeding slowly in the hands of the
school children. This worthy cause should
receive generous support.

All

may

be

supplied by calling at the post office.
Miss Grace Anderson of Red
Rapids,
N. B., near Fort
Fairfield, arrived on
Tuesday of last week for an indefinite
stay with her sister, Mrs. Irving R. Sawyer, who is recovering from a serious illMiss Ethel M. Colcord is the
nurse,
who has been in attendance.

ness.

White's outfit arrived at Cape Jellison
several days ago and will be occupied for
some time making
repairs on the big
wharves. This brings the McLain brothers, Edwin, Bruce and Llewellyn, and
Donald Lamson, members of the
crew,
their chance to be with their families.
Harold Littlefield, a stirring young man
whose home is in the northwest section
of the town, is slowly
recovering after a
siege of rheumatic fever. His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Littlefield, both in
indifferent health this winter, are sincerely appreciative of the kindly assistance of neighbors and friends
during their
son s
sickness, and for the wood chopped
for him while disabled.
Mrs. Sallie C. Palmer returned Saturday to the borne of James Marden and his
sister, Mrs Jessie Berry, after an absence

of several weeks on a vacation visit with
relatives in Massachusetts. Mrs. E. A.
Partridge, who has been in attendance on
her sister-iu-law, Mrs.
Berry, returned
home Sunday.
The

at

Calderwood rf 5 (1)
Dodge If 5
Claik c 4
McCobb lb
Stephenson rb 2
Yates rb
Ogier lb

2
Hoffses lb (1)
Nickerson rb

Tompkins

Cummings

WHITE IVORY
Combs
Brushes

J’“e

_

Jewel Cases

from
Clocks
from
Clothes Brushes from
from
Soap Boxes
Toilet Sets
from

former newspaper maa,
instructor of the Departa

c

one

resourceful and with a well modulated voice and pleasing manner every
sentence had

From early
message.
youth he had been associated with the
a

Picture

French Canadians as he began to enjoy
repeating their musical dialect caught
Arrangements are being made, with from his schoolmates in Saco. Later his
the assurance of financial success, to summer home was in
Buxton not far
local batket ball team this winsome good material of

have

a

ter.

Belfast has

Kenneth White, for some
its
time with the Earl Heal team ol Bangor,
has been engaged as coach. He will arrive

schedule made to include
some of the best teams in the State. Belfast people are fond of this sport and always

patronize home-talent.

The Belfast High played the Brooks
High at Brooks Tuesday night and lost
in the score of 8 to 5.
MRS.

MARY

E.

HOLDEN.

Mrs. Mary E. Holden died in Westboro,
Mass., I'ec. 14th, aged 73 years. Her
death was caused by heart trouble, but

CAPT.

Islesboro, Dec. 14.

he

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Searsport National Bank will
be held at their banking rooms in Searsport on Tuesday, Jan. 10, 1922, at 2
o’clock p. m., to elect ^directors for the
ensuing year and transact any other business as may legally come before the

meeting.
W. R

BLODGETT,

Cashier.

Wanted
To board 2 High School
Girls
Apply to No. 6, Alto St., Belfast, Me.
2w51*

spare.

Christmas is the World’s Holy Day, bringing
Peace upon Earth and Good Will among Men.
has been

a

time when Peace meant

much to the world; everyone is hoping and
praying for it; it can only come when we recognize
“the Universal Brotherhood of Man,” and work
so

with harmony and good fellowship.
Peace must come from the heart; when we can
live and think of Good Will among men then there
will be Peace on Eartn.

together

We invite you to
on

1

our

Sunday morning,

special Christmas service
Vaughan, pastor,

Rev. Wm.

Universalist Church.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

“For Cind

so

loved the world thet he gave his only begotten Son that
on him should not peiish, but have eternal lite.”

whosoever believeth

MARKET

CURRENT.

Beans,
sutter,
Cheese,

y. e.,

45a50
24
3a
35
58
35
32

Chicken,
Duck,
Eggs,

Fowl,
Geese,

RETAIL PRICE

Beef, corned, 30a32

salt,

18e32
80
Corn,
80
Cracked corn,
80
Corn meal,
35
Cheese,
2 65
Cotton seed,
25
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a35
10 00al3 50
Flour,
5 00
H. G. seed,
18
Lard,
Butter

PAID

And this Chriatmaa Spirit will be carried
Sabbath services.

uver

into the

Come—Share the Bleaaed Season with us.

“Glory

to

God in the highest, and

on

earth peace, goodwill, toward men.”

to

domestic

you seen the new

Symphony Lawn

Stationery, with the interlined envelopes
Other Stationery from 40c to $3.50
per
box, in all sizes, colors and shades.

CANDY
Page & Shaw, W itman, Samosett, Marie
Saunders, in boxes. Have you tried a lb.
of hand-dipped, oldfashioned chocolates
for 39c per lb. 1 hey are great.

MISCELLANEOUS
Crocker Fountain Pens, Hot Water Bottles (both metal and rubber), Shavino
Sets, Brush and Comb Sets, Military
Brush Sets, Thermos bottes. Ferrostat
non-breakable bottles, Soaps of all kinds

HILLS, Props.
Belfast,

Maine

Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners

PRODUCER

U"Pmi8XeB

Jown
in

The

hineT-Zek aWm“eetmg

2 20
Lime,
62
Oats,
5
Oat Meal,
9
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 20a21
8
Pollock,
19
Pork,
7
Rye meal,
1 50
Shorts,
7
Sugar,
Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25
8
Sweet potatoes,

!

ELDEN PEASE.
L. Bounded southeast and south by land of Hattie Cunningham; west
by Montvilie T
L \ alue, $50. Tax, $2.
IRVIN RANKIN.
Bounded north and east by land of I). B. Young, soutli and west
by land «.f ,a,‘k
a,
1
No, of acres, 20. Value, $30. Tax. $1.20.
B. C. WENTWORTH,
On Wentworth road, bounded northeast by LincolnvilleT. I..- southw^r bv
,,t
A. P. French; northwest by land ot I.. A. Wentworth. No. of acres
50
Value * Wn
MRS. E. P. ANNIS.
Bounded northwest by 1>. B. Young; east by Alma
Yeung; southeast l.v land
a
,aml vtt A
Ct acres, 50.

f

\

;
1

_

1

Value, $275. Tax, $11.

MRS. LOUISE BENNETT.
On Appleton Ridge road, bounded on northwest by land of M. B Whitnov
O. B. Fuller; southeast by road; southwest by Appleton T.L. No. of
acres lo Value
PATRICK BRICK.
t—lGeorge Fuller place; west by George Hook Est.; northeast by land ot s P t.sm
of F. Kokes; southwest by land of G. Fuller. No. ot acres, 35. Value. *.■<150
'J ax
CARL BREWSTER.
On Hall’s Corner road, hounded northeast by Annie Black Est;
southeast bv FI I
west by Lane; northwest by road. No. of acres, 6.
Value, $400. Tax *]»;
R. L. CHOATE. Heirs of
Pasture land, bounded northwest by T. L.. northeast by Witcher road soutli. ,-i
\
southwest by land ot F. C. Lucas. No. of acres, 16. Value "150
T
AD DIE COBB, Heirs of
On Belfast and Union road; bounded northwest by road; northeast by land ,,| r
by pond; southwest by land of F, Wood. No. of acres, 80. Value, $30*0. Tax >l‘>
11ATTTE CUNNINGHAM, or Unknown
Bounded north l>y Montvilie T. L.; east by land of Hattie Cunningham "outl, i,\ i>.'"
1
by Appleton T. L. No. of acres, 43. Value, $260. Tax, $10.
JOHN ESANCY, or Unknown
Bounded northwest by Dead river; northeast by land ofs, E. Adam>
1,11,1»
_by land of Etta Ryan. No. of acres, 6, Value." $50. Tax, $2.
*
J. E.^HAZELTINE.
Bounded north by land of J. Levenseller; northeast by M. E. Wood; southeast 1\ <
southwest by John Levenseller. No. of acres, 54. Value, $200
j ;ix
JESSIE HILLS.
Bounded northwest by 11. A. Thorndike; east by Dead river; south l.\ Ford i,.i «•, -.t
A. Sleeper Est. No. of acres, 5, Value, $50. Tax, $2.
E*A. HOLMES.
Wood lot; bounded northwest by T. L.; northeast by Win. Cooper: .-ombeast b\ I
southwest by R. E, Howes. No. of acres, 300, Value, $400. Tax, 10.00.*
NORTH ANSON LUMBER CO.
Cut lumber on A. O. Ileal place. Value, 2,000,00. Tax, 80.00.
ALBERT PARKER.
}
Bounded on northwest by land of J. Johnson ; east by land of Ella Moodv w,-1 bv
son.
No. of acres, 15, V alue, 160.00. Tax, 6.00.
MARK ROLLERSON.
On Belfast and Augusta road; bounded on northwest by land of P. li Freeman n, •,
of A. K. Paul Est. and J. Q. Adams; southeast by B. C Paul and \ F Bi w n
v
Value, 1,000.00. Tax, 40.00.
v

<

MARRIED.
In San Francisco,
HOLMAN ELKINS
Mr. Pratt, rector
c. 11, by Rev
of All Saints’ Episcopal church, Victor
H. Holman end Miss Alice Maude Elkins,
formerly of Belfast.
TIBBETTS-GRAY. In Belfast, Dec. 14,
by Rev. George C. Sauer, Perley L. Tibbetts and Bertha M. Gray, both of Belfast.
TWEEDIE-tlALL. In Belfast, Dec. 17,
by Rev. D. Brackett, Arthur Robert
Tweedie of Thorndike and Miss Willena

Calif., D

Hall of Unity.

iv

>

WALKER-WALKER. In Rockland, Dec.
6, by Rev. Eugene V. Allen, Freeman E.
Walker and Madeline R. Walker, both of
Belfast.

WALKEK-KavANAGH In Belfast, Dec.
14, by Rev C. W. Martin, Wi fred H.
Walker of Freedom and Miss Mary Kavanagh of Knox.
_

DIED_
In Port Washington, N
BLAISDELL
Y., Dec. 16, Walter F. Bla-adell, formerly of Winterport, aged 73 years.
CLEMENT. Ir Belfast, Dec. 16, Mrs.
Amos Clement, aged 61 years, 11 months
and 4 days.
GRANT. In Prospect, Dec. 18, Mrs.
Eliza Cheney Grant, widow of Gooding
Grant, aged 94 years and 7 months.
HUNTER. In Centre Lincolnville, Dec.
13, Phebe, widow of the late David G.
Hunter, aged 91 years.
PATTERSON. In Belfast, Dec. 19, Daniel Edwin Patterson, aged 76 years.
ROSS. In Belmont, Dec. 17, Peter C.
Ross, aged 75 years.
TROY.' In Belfast, Dec. 18, Mrs. Mary
C. Troy, aged 55 years.
TIBBETTS. In Belfast, Dec. 17, Mattie
West, wife of Harold G. Tibbetts, aged
36 years, 4 months and 7 days.
WENTWORTH. In Waterville, Dec. 8,
Mrs. Bessie Wentworth of Lincolnville,
aged 48 years.
_

Farm for Sale
Four and one-half miles from the City
of Belfast, on good main road and telephone and R. F. D. rouie. Farm consists
of 50 acres, cuts 18 tons of hay, 20 acres
in tillage, rest in wood and pasture; machine mowing, free from rocks, orchard,
2 hen houses, nice place to keep hens.
Buildings in good repair inside and out;
larce two-story house, 8 rooms and large
hallway all finished;! water in sink; bay
window, piazza and. lightning rods on
building; house, shed and barn connected;
painted white; near graded school. Poor
health cause of selling. Address

FRANCELLO CONNOR,
Belfast, R. F. D. 3.
51
Tel. 28 31, Liberty line.

G. W. RICHARDS.
On Buck road; bounded on northwest by land of James Luce Est,; northeast bv v\
southeast by Richards road; southwest by R. Gott Est
Value, 500.00. Tax. .".0*
SAMUEL RICHARDS, Heirs of
Bounded on northwest by E. I). Butler; northeast by C. Moody Est.; southeast b\ !
Elmes; southwest by land of Orrin Tibbets. No. of acres, 40. Value, 200.00- Tax, s .m
A. A. SLEEPER Est.
On North Searsmont stage road, bounded on west by meadow; northeast bv G w (;.
by land of Geo. Hook; S. W. by land of F. W. Barlow. No. of acres, 7:1 A alue. 1.175
MRS. MABEL WHEELER.
On Appleton Ridge road; bounded on northeast, and southeast by land of S. K. Benin
B. Fuller. No. of acres, 4. Value, 150.00. Tax, 6.00.
ruth p. Packard,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Sears
Dec. 19, 1921.—3w51

the street or in some storeplease leave at Harding &
51*
RackliHe’s and receive reward.

Either
Finder

on

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the friends and
neighbors of Morrill who kindly assisted
the fire and for the
us at the time of

given us. (Signed)
MR. and MRS FRANK MESERVIE.
Troy, Maine, Dec. 18, 1921.—*

money

1

Collector’s Notice of Sale
STATE

OF

MAINE

taxes on lands situated in the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo fur
192 L
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the City o
for said city, on the fourth day
for the year 1921, committed to me for collection
1921 remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that, if said taxes, interest and chi
not
pail, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the an
therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at the office of
Memorial
Building in said city, on the first Monday of February, 19:.
in
the
Clerk,

Unpaid

previously

!

o'clock, a. m.:
on S. E. corner of Congress and Bradbury Streets.
Bourn:
LILY A. BAKER. Lot
east by Bradman, south by City of Belfast and west by
by Bradbury Street,
Street. Div 1; lot, 39; acres, 1 4; tax, $8.80.
WlNNlFRED li. KERW1N. Land bounded by line of lot 26 and Bangor road. L
2 >28; acres, 12 16; tax, $6.60,
Land and buildings 1st S, of cross-road from Smart i
GEORGE E. MICHAELS
ThomaB Nickerson road, west b>
jsearsport. Bounded north by highway, east by
acres. 31 1-2; tax. $13 20.
35;
Div., 2; lot,
Achorn
ALONZO A. SEEKINS. Land formerly of William Cunningham heirs. Div., 3, lot,
1; tax, $1.76.
S. E. corner of lot 26 in div. 2* Bound d
EMMA F. WH11 TEN HEIRS. Land being
Lottie Crosby, east by Staples, south by lot owned by City of Belfast and west l
40.
L
Div..
2; lot, 26; acres, 6; tax, $4
EDMUND WILSON.
Collector of Taxes for the City of Bel
Belfast, Maine, December 22,1921—3w51

;

j
j
i

|
j
j
j

j

Collector’s Notice of Sale
STATE

OF

MAINE

lands situated in the town of Swanville. in the County of Waldo, for

Unpaid taxes
Thes’followiuB
on

list of tax«8 on real estate of non-resident ownerB in the town
for collection for said town on the 27(1
the year 1921 committed to me
that if said taxea with intu
,921 remain unpaid; and notice ie hereby gven
of the real estate tBxed as is sufficient to
k
... not previously paid, bo much
interest and charges, will be sold without further
.mnnnt due therefor, including
in February, 1
at the Town Houae in said town, on the first Monday
11

®i|

for

....

pubik?‘auction

o'clock ft. m.
Beundcd on the north by land of F. A. Greer,
Thirty seres.
y o upan
on the west by
road, cn the seuth by land of Phebe Small,

Rcounty
**December 19.1921.-3w61__

For Sale

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the friends and
neighbors for their kind assistance at the
time of our bereavement and for the
beautiful flowera sent to the funeral.
Mrs. Bessie E. Bruce,
*
Chester e. Bruce.

j

<

—LOST~

Begins Saturday Evening
with two wonderfully laden Chriatmaa Trees, a delightful Pageant, thronga of children, their parenta and
friends. All aeeking to make aomeone else Happy!

to

or

STATE OF MAINE
08 l8ndS Siluated iD the town
01 Searsmont, in the
$25 00
County 0; Waldo, for th
20
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident
owners
in the town of
20
*■
J-ear *821 coirntitted to me for collection for said
on
t*.
of M
1921, remain unpaid; sod nonce is hereby given that if
May, ,'oo>r
Potatoes, 190 lo| 00 ae
said taxes with int- ;
charges are rot , rev,ously paid, so much of the real estate tsx.d as
Round Hog,
12
efficient
Straw, 15 00a20 00 amount due there or including mteiest and charges, will be sold without funher
public auction at Dingo Hall in said town, (ihe same being (he
26a32
where the la
Turkey,
place
*8'd t0W" *8S heW) °° the firat
16a 18
in February,
Veal,
Wood, hard, 11 00 FRANK LEVENSELLER, Heirs of
8 00
Wood, soft,
Bounded northwest by D. B, Young; east by land of F.
Jostlyn; south byJ T I1 'u
w.-■
Meal and pond. No. of acres, 70. \ alue. $510. Tax,
$20.
RETAIL MARKET
I

A PAIR OF BROWN FUR
GENTLEMAN’S GLOVES.

Christmas at the Baptist Church

to

Have

Square,_

$1 00 1 Hay,
6 Lamb,
9 Mutton,

bush
Beans, pea,

For many years
member of Island Lodge of Isles-

Practical Christmas Gifts at H. H.
Coombs Co., Masonic Temple, High St.,
Belfast, Maine.

Don’t forget the Belfast Home for
Aged Women if you have goodies to

never

PRODUCE

shock at his home in
He was a prominent

ton of Islesboro, a son and daughter, OsS. Fletcher and Eva Fletcher of Everett, Mass., survive him. The funeral
was held at his late home Friday under
Masonic ceremonies with Deacon Luther
Farnsworth officiating in the absence of
the minister.
Capt. Fletcher was conscious that he was to die and made all
the arrangements.
It was his request
that Crossing tlje Bar be printed with his
obituary, but The Journal is unable to
use poetry with obituaries.

PRICE

Apples,

A good citizen he did a man’s
work in life always and was unusually
kind and considerate in the home circle.
His widow, formerly Miss Ada Pendle-

widow of the late Patrick
Ellen C
Troy, died Sunday morning at the Waldo County Hospital, where she was takwith
en several weeks ago critically ill
brain trouble. She was born in Ireland
55 years ago, the daughter of Dennis and
Mr. and Mrs.
Ellen O’Con ier Cleary.
Troy lived for a while in Massachusetts,
then came to Islesboro, but for about 13
later
years have lived in Belfast, living
in their new and comfortable home on
Mr
Troy died
Lincolnville avenue.
about a year ago. The deceased was a
highly respected woman and devoted to
her home and church, the St. Francis.
Her only child, Miss Helen Troy, and
one brother, Timothy Cleary of Boston,
survive her. The funeral was held at
the St. Francis church Tuesday forenoon
with Rev. Fr. Timothy J. O’Mahoney
officiating. The bearers were Francis X.
Pendleton, James D. Hill. Edward HoThe remains, acgan and Calvin Piliey.
companied by her daughter and brother,
were taken on the noon train to Boston
for interment in the Fairview cemetery.

There

BELFAST

J. FLETCHER.

car

to

foreign

STATIONERY

3 50
7.00
7.50
4.00
1-00
30.00

Cases, Etc.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

boro.

TROY.

to

make;.

Frames, Shoe Horns,

Port Office

master mariner.

was a

to

2.50
5.00
2 50
.75
3.50

READ &

He was born in Islesboro 74 years
ago, the son of Capt. Thomas and Penelope Brown Fletcher, and for 54 years
was a

to

whether it is of

cases,

EVERYTHING MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES

itor.

be in Grove Cemetery.
C.

ette

citizen in his home town and well known
in Belfast, where he was a frequent vis-

in 19.8 was a severe blow from which
she suffered keenly to the end of her life.
Of a generous and sympathetic nature she
was warmly appreciative ot every kindness bestowed upon her. The remains, accompanied by her daughter, arrived Saturday and a private funeral was held at
3.30 Sunday at the Coombs parlor with
Rev. George C. Sauer of the Baptist
church officiating. The interment will

ELLEN

a

to

Powder, Toilet
Water, Extract Cold Cream, Etc., in our

$22.50, Pocket Books,
Traveling Cases, Cigar Cases, and Cigar-

Capt. William J. Fletcher died sudd;nly
of the effects of

son

MRS.

WM.

to

from $200 to

incidents, one of the inner life of a club
woman and another of the
cooking of
rice by a would be Maine hunter were
very bright. His story of Drummond’s
life also brought out new thoughts to
many of his au lienee. It is hoped that
he may be heard in Belfast again and before a larger audience.

nearly all her life she had enjoyed the
best of health and had a bright, sunny
nature. She waB born in Belfast, the
daughter of Charles and Zilpha MacDonald Palmer, and had resided here until
about thirty years ago, when she went to
Her two husbands, EdMassachusetts.
win Segar of Stockton Springs and
Henry Holden of Worcester, Mass., are
both deceased. One daughter, Mrs. Vi
vian Segar Jameson of Lowell, Mass., a
sister, Miss Sue W. Palmer of Belfast, a
brothel, Charles E. Palmer of Bath, and
a half-sister, Mrs. Carrie C. Matthews of
Belfast, survive her. She was a faithful
and devoted mother, and the death of her

8.00
4.00
2.50
1.00
9.00

to

Manicure Sets, Leather Lases in White
Ivory, Mother o! Pearl and Tortoise ishell,

tually forced him at a minute’s notice
to splice out her program. Mr. Cummings
in self defence resorted to his fund of
French Canadian stories and anecdotes.
It was only the first of a long series of
calls to assist and he took up the study of
William Henry Drummond, the poet of
the St. Lawrence. Later with Mrs. Cummings he took an extended trip into the
territory Drummond had made famous.
Those opportunities combined with his
own qualifications has made him an unusually entertaiuing speaker. His selections were bright, varied and racy, all
committed. They brought out the French
Canadian's simplicity of life and sunny
ways. His own compositions were excellent also and full of fun. He had put into
the speech of Canadian servants many

a

$1.25

to

LEATHER GOODS

a

early next week when practice will

to

Our Toilet Goods line is too
extensive to
enumerate. You will find
your favorite
Face Powder, Talcum

Perfume Bottks, Etc.

from that of Kate Dougla-s
Wiggin, and
it was at one of her “famous barn” entertainments that this noted woman of Maine

own and

Bethany Chapter, O E. S. Sewing Circle sale in the Masonic
lodge room on the
afternoon and evening of
Monday of last
week brought out a generous
patronage.
An exceptionally delicious
supper was
served in the dining hall to a
large attendance. The ladies of the order are to
be congratulated on the success
of the
affair which cleared them $115.
While
no one appears to
have been designated
the leader of the
affair, the writer is in a
position to testify that the calls on a
party line have been so continuous as to
arouse suspicion that Mrs. Rufus L.
Mud
gett had something to do with the details.

Friday afternoon, while Principal E. S.
Grant was giving a
dancing party and
social, with music by Mrs. Laura Crocker, to the young people of the high school
in
Denslow Hail, the scholars of the
grammar,
intermediate and primary
grades were assembled in the
high school
room, under Mrs. Beulah Nickerson. Mrs.
Jennie Harding and Miss Elva
Rendell,
where admirable exercises were
carried
out and presents distributed
from a beautifully decorated tree, in the presence of
visitors which occupied ail the
available
Ihe program began with a
space.
song*
followed by Gifts for the
King, in which
17 pupils took part.
Eight of the scholars sang Come
Back Old Santa to Me.
Recitation, Elden Fletcher; a recitation
"rat grade babies;
Away in the
The Ladies’ Guild of the Methodist North Land, a song by Justina Harding;
church held their annual Christmas sale recitation, Irvin Harriman; dialogue,
in the church vestry Thursday afternoon. Darning the Christmas Stocking, Millard
Dorr and Maurice
There was a good attendance and a ready
Venno; recitation,
sale of most of the articles offered. The Christmas Bells, Emerald Dunham, Elizabeth
Harriman
and
Helen Wass; recitawere
especially attractive,
fancy tables
and were in charge of Mrs. N. F. Atwood, L°“• Fredrick Landry; song, Snowflakes,
Mrs. C. O. Sawyer, Mrs. Charles Green Ruth Harding, Richard Baker and Doroand Mrs. Charles Clark. Mrs. Livona thy Littlefield; exercise, Christmas AlWilliams and Mrs. Melvipa Hichborn sold phabet, by 26 of the children; recitation,
Elden rletcher; recitation,
Stanley Black;
aprons of all kinds. (looked food was
dispensed by Mrs. Harpy Perry, Mrs. J. Santa Claus dialogue, Francis Arnold,
Billie
Willie
Towels
Sbute.
Farris,
R. Davis and Mrs. Shepard
Libby, Manley Grant
and pillow slips were sold by Mrs. J. F. aud Sauta Claus himself who distributed
the gifts. The closing song, Good Bye
Eames and Mrs. J. D. Cunningham. The
candy table was in charge of Mrs. C. was given by Alice Verrill and Madeline
Sumner Small and Mua Lucie Carr. The Leach. The children did themaelves
proud gnd doubtlesa not one of them is
room was tastefully decorated in red and
able to realize how invaluable is this sort
green, the work being dope by Mrs. Shepof education.
ard Sbute.

Buffers
Nail Files
Mirrors
Puff Boxes

Offerings:

TOILET GOODS

from $ .50
from 2.50
from
1.50.
from
.75
from
.50
from 2.50
from
1.50

Trays

satile,

Congregational parish will have a
Christmas tree in their church on Sunday
evening. A special service and exercises
will be held to which all the
village is
cordially invited. Santa Claus will be
The children at the Girls’ Home will
present, accompanied by Mrs. Santa be happy with a Christmas tree under
Claus, and as the couple have no children the direction of the Universalist Guild.
of their own they have a large heart for

the children of the world.
Some very young lady of this town is
to be made happy with a fine doll
at
Christmas, which is being displayed in
Trundy's window for the benefit of the
Rebekah Lodge.
This beautiful, large
doll was dressed by Mrs. Estelle
Crosby.
The accompanying crib was made
by
Norman Griffin, and is a fine
piece of
workmanship, for which the bedding was
supplied by Miss Ethel M. Colcord.

was

STORE

A Partial List of Our Christmas

time an
ment of Journalism at the U. of
M., and
Camden 4t present the Agricultural Editor. Ver-

Belfast
Durham If 6
Bowen rf 2

Grinnell’s Inn.;

Melvin B. Thompson
arrived
Thursday from Boston, to spend the holiwith
days
her parents, Capt. and Mr6. A.
b. Pendleton.

Ryder,

Ferth rb
Butterfield

boys’ line-up:

The

be rushed and

Mrs. William E Grinnell, Prudence,
John McLaughlin has sold his horse
Fred and Louise Grinnell, left Friday for
Alfred Todd with a
Foxboro, Mass., after spending several Thomaston parties. mark of 2.15 1-4 lo
months at
Mrs.

K

N. Prime and L. Bradford.

Fogg,

H Nickerson lb
F. Bradford rb

Schools in town closed Friday for the
Christinas vacation of two weeks. There
were Christmas trees in the grades of the
Eugene Lincoln left Thursday on a busi- Union school and at the Nichols school
ness trip to New York and other points.
exercises under the direction of the teachRobert F. Dyer is now convalescent er, Mrs. James H. Duncan, were given,
from pneumonia at the Waldo County following out the plans of Mrs. Littlefield.
The school flag was at half-mast.
FolHospital.
lowing is the program: Reading, The Lit
Franklin, the little son of Mr. and Mrs. tlest Christm s Tree, Howard Trundy;
Clifton Foster, who has been ill for sever- exercise
by the first grade; recit-tions by
al days, is improving.
Elizabeth Berry, Jeanette and Maurice
John
Mrs. Harold Coombs of Belfast was the Clark,
Frame, Dolly Getchell, Minguest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred nie and Tillie Getchell, Paul Thompson,
Harold Thompson, Laura Howard, Roland
B. Smith, several days last week.
Hutchins, William Hamilton, Ruth HawMiss Isabel Frame is at home from the ley, Elmer
Engstrom, Hamilton; original
Maine Central Institute to spend the letter to Santa
Claus, Jessie Engstrom;
Christmas vacation at her home in Sears- recitation by Edna Getchell (four years

Capt. Clifton Curtis of San Francisco
is the guest of his sister, Mrs E. D. P.

referee
In the

scorer

Deering,

B.

CITY DRUG

date. The afternoon was one of genuine
ing when the Belfast girls won in a score enjoyment with A. L. T. Cummings of
of 6 to 1, and the Camden boys won in a the University of Maine as
speaker. Many
The girls’ line-up:
score of 38 to 21.
of the members had the pleasure of meetCamden ing him and realized that a rare treat was
Belfast
Gross If in store
Gray rf 1
for them in his address on The
Pnilbrook If 1
Ingraham rf (1)
French Canadian and His Dialect. Mr.
Hardy c
Trundy c-4

Established 1839

Nickels.

were

Spear, Al-

was

A large crowd attended the games between the Camden and Belfast High
schools in the Armory last Friday even-

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

port.

Walter

Hillard Buzzell

Foster was

Brooks team

welcoming Atmosphere.

BANGOR,

Harry

and

Davis,

Paul

ton Marsano.

His1

Plans were made to hold the meeting of the Unitarian Woman’a Alliance
with Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell last Thursday afternoon with the women of the
North church as guests, but news was
received of the critical illness of Mr.
Blaisdell’s brother, Walter F. Blaisdell of
New York. Mrs. Stephen S. L. Sbute
kindly offered her home and acted as
hostess for Mrs. Blaisdell. It was necessary to defer the plea ure of entertaining
the North Church women until a later

game, the first of the season. The score
was 7 to 3 in favor of the Brooks boys.
The line up has George Buzzel). Eugene

The Modern Simplifier
of the Heating Problem

a

The' French Canadian and
Dialect.

MAN'S

on

the

Wahffiline.^V-

Tax

Collector of the Town of Swans

_

For Sale

PARLOR STOVE, coal-lined, and H'
FLAT TOP DESK for sale at baij>‘“
FUR COAT.
prices. Apply to
ORRIN J. DICKEY.
INQUIRE OF
Real Estate and Insurant
MRS. ROY GURNEY.® 2w50
Belfast, Maine

